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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA
CASE NO.: 20-cv-81205-RAR
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE
COMMISSION,
Plaintiff,
v.
COMPLETE BUSINESS SOLUTIONS
GROUP, INC. d/b/a PAR FUNDING, et al.,
Defendants.

/

DEFENDANTS’ JOINT RESPONSE TO RECEIVER’S INTERIM STATUS REPORT
DATED FEBRUARY 1, 2021 (DE 482)
Defendants Joseph W. LaForte, Lisa McElhone and Joseph Cole Barleta respectfully
submit this Response to the Receiver’s Interim Status Report Dated February 1, 2021 (DE 482)
(“the Report”) regarding certain assertions made in the Report.
POINT ONE
BECAUSE IT HAS FINALLY BEGUN TO RECEIVE DISCOVERY, THE DEFENSE IS
PREPARING A RESPONSE TO THE DECEMBER 13, 2020 DSI REPORT AS WELL AS
TO OTHER ASSERTIONS MADE BY THE RECEIVER
On or about July 28, 2020, the Receiver took control over the books and records of Par
Funding, FSP and other entities. Over the next weeks and months, the Receiver filed Status Reports
with this Court making various claims as to the financial well-being of Par Funding and the
integrity of its merchant clients, collateral and AR (accounts receivable). See e.g., Notice of Filing
Interim Status Report (ECF 83) (Aug. 04, 2020); Status Report (ECF 180) (Aug. 20, 2020); Interim
Status Report Dated August 31, 2020 (ECF 215); Notice of Filing Report on Operations (ECF 240)
(Sept. 8, 2020); Status Report Dated October 6, 2020 (ECF 305), Status Report Dated October 30,
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2020 (ECF 359) These written Status Reports were usually closely followed by conferences with
the Court wherein the Receiver and his counsel would repeat and embellish those claims. See
August 04, 2020 (ECF 92); August 20, 2020 (ECF 192); September 2, 2020 (ECF 224); September
8, 2020 (ECF 243); October 7, 2020 (ECF 306) The Receiver codified its claims in a Report filed
on December 13, 2020, which purported to be a comprehensive financial analysis of the financial
wherewithal of Par Funding. (ECF 426)
Throughout this entire period and even after – from July 28, 2020 until on or about January
12, 2021 – five and one-half months - the Defense was denied the very documents that were being
reviewed and used by the Receiver to make their various proclamations about Par Funding and to
seek relief from the Court. Through this long-delayed production, the Receiver prevented progress
from being made in the case and stymied the Defense’s ability to respond to the Receiver’s claims.
Although the Defense repeatedly endeavored to address misstatements by filing responsive reports
and memoranda, 1 the Defense did not have the underlying financial documents in the possession

See Memorandum of Law Regarding the Scope of the Receiver's Activities Pursuant to the
Current TRO (ECF 84) (Aug. 4, 2020); Response to Expedited Motion to Approve Retained
Professional and Defendants Joint Cross Motion to Have This Court Direct the Receiver to
Immediately Engage Approximately 70 Skilled, Knowledgeable and Experienced CBSG
Employees Who Know the Business and Have Been Out of Work Forced From Their Jobs Since
the TRO and the Receivers Appointment (ECF 106) (Aug. 7, 2020); Joint Reply to the Receivers
Response to Defendants Joint Cross Motion to Have This Court Direct the Receiver to Rehire
Skilled, Knowledgeable and Experienced CBSG Employees Who Know the Business and Have
Been Out of Work Since the TRO and the Receivers Appointment (ECF 115) (Aug. 9, 2020);
Response in Opposition re Plaintiff's Expedited Motion To Amend Receivership Order (ECF
114) (Aug. 12, 2020); Amended response to Plaintiff's Expedited Motion To Amend
Receivership Order by L.M.E. 2017 Family Trust, Lisa Mcelhone. (ECF 132) (Aug. 12, 2020);
Joint Response to Notice [filed by the Receiver] (ECF 249) (Sept. 10, 2020); Motion for an
Order Directing the Receiver to Comply with the Order Granting Receivership (ECF 304) (Oct.
06, 2020); Joint Response to Status Report (ECF 355) (Oct. 30, 2020); Response in Opposition
re Motion to Expand Receivership Estate(ECF 401) (Nov. 18, 2020); Response in Opposition re
Motion for Leave to File Unredacted Copies of Defendant Lisa McElhone’s Personal Financial
Statements and Related Communications (ECF 435) (Dec. 15, 2020).
1
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of the Receiver - a circumstance recognized by the Court on December 15, 2020. See December
15, 2020 Conf. at T. 70 (Court requesting the Defense not to file lengthy responses until such are
supported by accounting and financial documents) Indeed, although the Defense engaged a topflight accounting firm in August 2020 to conduct financial analysis, that firm did not begin to
receive materials until just a few weeks ago – almost six months later. Quite evidently, the Defense
could have produced accountant-verified financial information to the Court in October or
November 2020 if not for the delayed production of the Receiver.
After much effort, the Defense received its first production of documents from the Receiver
on January 11, 2021 at 11:18 pm. While that production included a very important QuickBooks
file, the password provided by the Receiver did not work. A second production, of investor
agreements and related data, was provided on or about January 24, 2021. A new QuickBooks file
and password were provided on January 28, 2021. The bottom line is that the Receiver had four
and a half months to review and study materials before issuing its December 13, 2020 DSI Report.
The Defense accountants, hired last August, have had just weeks to review the materials produced
thus far; meanwhile, much more data, still in the possession of the Receiver, has yet to be produced
to the Defense.
Nonetheless, based on the materials already provided to date, it is clear that the Defense
will have a substantial rebuttal to the assertions made in the December 13, 2020 DSI Report and
elsewhere, including in the Receiver’s February 1, 2021 Status Report. We expect a forthcoming
financial analysis to show that the DSI Report failed to provide a complete analysis of the
company, including revenue and accounts receivable metrics, and thus makes several erroneous
claims. We look forward to providing this information to the Court.
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POINT TWO
THE RECEIVER’S CLAIMS REGARDING LISA MCELHONE
AND LIBERTY EIGHT ARE INACCURATE
The Receiver’s February 1, 2021 Interim Status Report misstates the facts and
circumstances related to Liberty Eight Avenue, LLC’s (“Liberty 8”) transfer of the property at
4309 Old Decatur Road, Fort Worth, Texas (“Old Decatur Road Property”). In essence, the
Receiver suggests that Ms. McElhone transferred a property at issue in the Receiver’s thenpending Motion to Expand the Receivership for her own benefit. That is simply not the case. The
Old Decatur Road Property had not been a Trust asset since November 2019, several months before
the instant SEC suit even was filed, and Lisa McElhone does not now, and never has, owned any
percentage of Kingdom Legacy, the Par Funding merchant who purchased the Old Decatur Road
Property several months before this suit was initiated. Finally, neither the sale of the Old Decatur
Road Property (months before the suit), nor the transfer of the deed, diminished Par Funding’s
assets. In fact, the sale and transfer increased and preserved Par Funding’s assets and value.
The Old Decatur Road Property was owned by Kingdom Logistics, a Par Funding
merchant. The Receiver indicates in its Report that it was purchased by Liberty 8 with “$4.6
million dollars of commingled investor funds.” (D.E. 482.) In fact, Par Funding took the Old
Decatur Road Property as collateral for a cash advance it made to Kingdom Logistics, then a Par
Funding merchant client. In exchange, Kingdom Logistics agreed to pay Par Funding $6,582,000
for the return of the property pursuant to a Lease with Purchase Option Agreement. See Exhibit
1, Lease with Purchase Agreement (“LPA”), dated April 18, 2019. In accordance with the
agreement, Kingdom Logistics paid this amount to Par Funding between April and November
2019, benefiting Par Funding and its investors nearly two million dollars in a span of just seven
months. Id. Liberty 8 held the deed to the property during the seven-month payment period.
4
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The LPA makes clear that Liberty 8 had a contractual obligation that predated the
Receivership by several months that required Liberty 8 to transfer title to the Old Decatur Road
Property as long as Kingdom Logistics completed the required payments by November 18, 2019—
the “Options Period.” Id. Under the clear terms of the LPA, once Kingdom Logistics made these
payments within the Options Period, Kingdom Logistics “exercised its purchase option,” and a
closing on the purchase option occurred “simultaneously upon payment of the Option Payment.”
Id., ¶¶ 4 (c), 4(e). In other words, as of November 18, 2019, when Kingdom Logistics completed
its payments to Par Funding under the LPA, Kingdom Logistics had purchased and closed on the
Old Decatur Road Property. It was the rightful owner of the property as of that date, and Liberty
8 had a contractual duty to transfer the deed to Kingdom Logistics as of November 18, 2019—
months before this suit was initiated and nearly a year before the expansion motion was filed.
None of this is in dispute. There is no dispute that Kingdom Logistics made its payments
to Par Funding within the Options Period. The undersigned has provided a spreadsheet of the
payments to the Receiver (see Exhibit 2), and the Receiver has access to Par Funding’s bank
accounts. There is therefore no dispute that Kingdom Logistics purchased and closed on the
property nearly one year before the Receiver filed its expansion motion on October 30, 2020. (DE
357). And there is no dispute the Par Funding and its investors benefited from this transaction.
Undaunted, the Receiver nevertheless claims that the Old Decatur Road Property remained
“an asset at issue in the Receivership Motion,” because of an oversight and delay in the mere
formality of the transfer of a deed evidencing a purchase that was effectuated and closed nearly a
year prior. None of this is necessary; there is simply no reason to argue over a property whose
contractual sale nearly one year before the expansion motion benefited Par Funding and its
investors by nearly two million dollars.

5
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Moreover, Kingdom Logistics’ most recent Amended and Restated Company Operating
Agreement makes clear that its owners as of the date of the transfer of the deed were Scott Haire,
Anthony Zingarelli, Robert W. Stout, and Clifford Ellery. See Exhibit 3, KL Operating Agreement
dated January 1, 2020.

This, according to Kingdom Logistics’ owners, was the operative

ownership document when the deed to the Old Decatur Road Property was transferred on
September 30, 2020. In other words, the deed at issue here, which Liberty 8 was required to
transfer or face litigation, benefited Kingdom Logistics’ actual owners, Haire, Zingarelli, Stout,
and Ellery—not Ms. McElhone or Mr. Laforte. And because the LPA required Liberty 8 to transfer
the deed that it had no right to possess as of November 18, 2019, transferring the deed avoided
litigation that could have diminished the value of the Trust. It is worth noting that one of the
grounds raised by the Receiver in its expansion motion was the inaccurate claim that one of the
Trust assets, an apartment complex located at 20 North 3rd Street in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
was purportedly “subject to an action in contract” for failing to pay an assessment. 2 Suffice it to
say that if Liberty 8 had not transferred the deed to the Old Decatur Road Property, the Receiver
would likely have argued that expansion was necessary because Liberty 8 was facing a costly
lawsuit for failing to comply with a clear contractual obligation.
What’s more, the transfer at issue occurred on September 30, 2020—a month before the
Receiver filed the expansion motion on October 30, 2020. Yet the Receiver makes the unfounded
assertion that defense counsel’s Motion to Stay Briefing or Enlarge the Time to Respond to the
Expansion Motion was meant to somehow conceal the transfer of a deed to property that had closed
by operation of contract nearly a year prior. As represented in that Motion to Stay, the Defendants

See Exhibit 4, Transcript of December 15, 2020 Status Conference at pp. 80-81. In fact, the Trust was negotiating
the amount of the assessment, so there was never any risk of a foreclosure action. On information and belief, that
assessment still has not paid been and no foreclosure action ever was filed.

2
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had scrupulously maintained every dollar in every account actually at issue in the expansion
motion and had not sold or transferred any property for either Ms. McElhone or Mr. LaForte’s
personal benefit. To argue that the delayed transfer of a deed that was obligated to be transferred
on November 18, 2019 constitutes anything other than an oversight is just not appropriate.
Finally, the Receiver takes a passing shot at Kingdom Logistics’ “legitimacy” as an
independent merchant, relying on documents defense counsel does not have—a key aspect of the
Receiver’s playbook to date—and simply states that Ms. McElhone and Joseph Laforte own a 40%
stake in Kingdom Logistics. In fact, Kingdom Logistics was owned and operated by four
individuals, none of whom are Ms. McElhone or Mr. Laforte, and none of whom answer to Ms.
McElhone or Mr. Laforte. (Exhibit 3, KL Operating Agreement.) Kingdom Logistics’ owners,
through counsel, have provided all of these documents to the Receiver. The undersigned, prior to
filing this Response, did the same. And yet here we are, debating the ownership of a company
whose very owners have verified was never owned by Ms. McElhone or Mr. LaForte.
This aside, the Defense looks forward to presenting its substantial rebuttal to the inaccurate
assertions made in the December 13, 2020 DSI Report.
Dated: February 22, 2021

Respectfully submitted,
Alejandro Soto, Esq.
Fridman Fels & Soto, PLLC
2525 Ponce de Leon Blvd., Suite 750
Coral Gables, FL 33134
(305) 569-7701
asoto@ffslawfirm.com
Attorneys for Joseph LaForte
/s/ Alejandro O. Soto
ALEJANDRO O. SOTO
Florida Bar No. 172847
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Law Offices of Alan S. Futerfas
565 Fifth Avenue, 7th Floor
New York, New York 10017
(212) 684-8400
asfuterfas@futerfaslaw.com
Attorneys for Lisa McElhone
By: /s/ Alan S. Futerfas
ALAN S. FUTERFAS
Admitted Pro Hac Vice
Bettina Schein, Esq.
Attorney for Joseph Cole Barleta
565 Fifth Avenue, 7th Floor
New York, New York 10017
Telephone: (212) 880-9417
bschein@bettinascheinlaw.com
By: /s/ Bettina Schein
BETTINA SCHEIN
Admitted Pro Hac Vice
James R. Froccaro Jr., Esq.
Attorney for Joseph W. Laforte
20 Vanderventer Ave., Suite 103W
Port Washington, New York 11050
(516) 944-5062-(office)
(516) 944-5066-(fax)
(516) 965-9180-(mobile)
jrfesq61@aol.com-(email)
By: /s/ James R. Froccaro Jr.
JAMES R. FROCCARO JR.
Admitted Pro Hac Vice
GRAYROBINSON, P.A.
Local Counsel for L. McElhone
333 S.E. 2d Avenue, Suite 3200
Miami, Florida 33131
Telephone: (305) 416-6880
Facsimile: (305) 416-6887
8
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joel.hirschhorn@gray-robinson.com
By: /s/ Joel Hirschhorn
JOEL HIRSCHHORN
Florida Bar No. 104573
Andre G. Raikhelson, Esq.
Local Counsel for Joseph Cole Barleta
301 Yamato Road, Suite 1240
Boca Raton, FL 33431
Telephone: (954) 895-5566
arlaw@raikhelsonlaw.com
By: /s/ Andre G. Raikhelson
ANDRE G. RAIKHELSON
Florida Bar No. 123657
KOPELOWITZ OSTROW FERGUSON
WEISELBERG GILBERT
Attorneys for Joseph W. LaForte
One W. Las Olas Blvd., Suite 500
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33301
Telephone No. (954) 525-4100
Facsimile No. (954) 525-4300
By: /s/ David Ferguson
DAVID FERGUSON
Florida Bar Number: 0981737
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JEFFREY D. MARCUS, ESQ.
Marcus Neiman & Rashbaum LLP
One Biscayne Tower, Suite 1750
2 South Biscayne Blvd
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(305) 400-4260
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JASON MAYS, ESQ
Marcus Neiman Rashbaum & Pineiro
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1

P R O C E E D I N G S

2

(The following proceedings were held in open court

3

via Zoom teleconference.)

4
03:01

THE COURT:

Good afternoon, everybody.

If everyone

5 would start making their way into the virtual jury room, go
6 ahead and turn off your video.

Please keep everything on mute

7 now and we'll get started in just a few minutes.
8

If I call up Case No. 20-CV-81205, the matter of

9 Securities and Exchange Commission versus Complete Business
03:02

10 Solutions Group doing business as Par Funding, et al.
11

Let's go ahead and get everyone's appearances for the

12 record, please, if we could.
13

On behalf of the Securities and Exchange Commission,

14 who do I have on our hearing today?
03:02

15

MS. WEINKRANZ:

16

THE COURT:

Allison and Steven Weinkranz.

Do I have Ms. Berlin on today on behalf of

17 the SEC?
18
19 the SEC.
03:02

MR. SCHIFF:

Your Honor, this is Andrew Schiff from

Ms. Berlin had something in another courtroom at

20 1:30, she must still be involved in that matter.

I'll be out

21 until she's available.
22

THE COURT:

Thank you for covering for us, and if you

23 want, let me know when she joins so she can state her
24 appearance.
03:03

25

Okay, Mr. Schiff.

Thank you for that.

On behalf of a number of defendants, I'll see if I can
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1 try to go through them in an orderly fashion.
2

On behalf of Lisa McElhone, who do I have joining us

3 today?
4
03:03

THE DEFENSE:

Good afternoon, Your Honor, Alan

5 Futerfas for Lisa McElhone.
6

THE COURT:

On behalf of defendant Joseph Cole

7 Barletta, who do I have on today.
8

MS. SCHEIN:

Good morning, Judge Ruiz.

Bettina Schein

9 for Joseph Cole Barleta.
03:03

10

THE COURT:

On behalf of Mr. Joseph LaForte.

11

MR. FROCARRO:

Good afternoon, Judge, James Frocarro

12 for Joe LaForte.
13

MR. FERGUSON:

14 LaForte as well.
03:03

03:04

Your Honor, David Ferguson for Joseph

How are you, sir?

15

THE COURT:

Good, thank you.

16

And on behalf of Mr. Perry Abbonizio?

17

MR. MARCUS:

18

THE COURT:

19

MR. MILLER:

Good afternoon, Your Honor, Jeff Marcus.
On behalf of defendant Dean Vagnozzi.
Good afternoon, Your Honor, Brian Miller

20 from Akerman on behalf of Mr. Vagnozzi.
21

THE COURT:

On behalf of the LME 2017 Family Trust?

22

MR. SOTO:

Good afternoon, Your Honor, Alex Soto on

23 behalf of the trust.

03:04

24

THE COURT:

25

MR. COX:

On behalf of Michael C. Furman?

Good afternoon, Your Honor Jeffrey Cox on
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1 behalf of Mr. Furman.
2

THE COURT:

Before I move on to appearances by the

3 receiver and receiver's counsel, any other defendants that have
4 I may have missed?
03:04

5

MS. KERNISKY:

Yes, good morning, Your Honor.

This is

6 Allison Kernisky from Holland and Knight on behalf of
7 defendant, John Gissas.
8

THE COURT:

Oh, thank you, on behalf of Mr. Gissas.

I

9 left him out.
03:04

10

Anyone else that I may have missed from the defense

11 side?
12

I don't think I have anybody else that I have missed,

13 so turning to the receiver, counsel on behalf of the receiver
14 joining us today?
03:04

15

THE DEFENSE:

Yes, good afternoon, Your Honor, Gaetan

16 Alfano, along with Timothy Kolaya on behalf of the receiver as
17 well as the receiver Ryan Stumphauzer.
18

THE COURT:

All right.

And anyone else?

Obviously, I

19 know we have a number of investors that joined us on the calls.
03:05

20 And I recognize all of them and thank you to the investors that
21 have been following along with litigation for joining us.
22 Please make sure you keep your audio on mute here while we
23 discuss a couple of things and do some case management, but,
24 obviously, we have had a lot of third parties come in and come

03:05

25 out of this action, so I don't know if anyone else needs to
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1 state their appearance at this time.
2

So anyone else that I may have missed that is

3 representing any other interests in this case?
4
03:05

MR. SIMON:

Your Honor, this is Scott Simon.

I would

5 like to make my appearance for Lead Funding II, LLC, which I
6 filed a motion to intervene but then subsequently withdrew it.
7

THE COURT:

Thank you, thanks for being here.

8

Anyone else similar to Lead Funding, someone like that

9 that may have either had an interest in intervenor or is
03:06

10 another third party caught up in anything in this litigation,
11 please state your appearance.
12

MR. MIYAR:

Anyone else?

Yes, Your Honor, Alejandro Miyar of Berger

13 Singerman on behalf of nonparty Capital Source 2000, Inc.

03:06

14

THE COURT:

15

Okay.

Anyone else?

I think that should about do it.

So as I'm

16 sure everyone saw yesterday in the Court's somewhat lengthy
17 paperless order, my goal today is to do a little bit of
18 housekeeping and to try to take stock, if you will, in pending
19 motions what needs to be done, what needs to be addressed, get
03:06

20 as much needed update from my receiver who, as I stated in my
21 paperless order, is an officer of the Court and, therefore, it
22 was incumbent upon me to routinely check -- okay, whoever that
23 is.

Okay, let's go ahead and wait if we can mute.

I don't

24 know if we have any investors that don't have it on mute,
03:06

25 you're more than welcome to join us, but I need to make sure
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1 you're muted, please.
2

So as I was saying, Mr. Stumphauzer is joining us

3 today in order to -- through, not only himself, but through his
4 counsel, Mr. Kolaya and Mr. Alfano, to give us a little bit of
03:07

5 an update on how things are going in the litigation.

We get a

6 lot of updates by way of status reports but think it's always
7 good to have a frank discussion, and there are some questions
8 that I wanted to inquire and check in with my receiver on.
9
03:07

And so I think it's in everyone's best interest to be

10 flies on the wall, if you will.

I believe, as I think is

11 essential in a case like this, that we have a lot of sunshine
12 as the best disinfectant when it comes to making sure we know
13 what is going on in the case, not only for the benefit of the
14 investing public, but also for all the defendants and their
03:07

15 counsels to see what the Court is worried about, what the Court
16 is checking in with the receiver on.
17

So I want to be very clear, I do not want this to

18 devolve into a lengthy hearing.

Everyone has a lot of work do,

19 and I may have one or two poignant issues that I want to touch
03:08

20 base on with defense counsels in particular.

But this is not,

21 again, as I stated in the paperless order, to entertain
22 argument on the most recent DSI filing or anything of that
23 nature.

The time will come for oral argument when necessary

24 and when the Court deems it to be fruitful and important for
03:08

25 the Court to render a decision.

But today really is all about
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1 getting a better sense of our recovery efforts on behalf of
2 investors and what the receiver's ongoing efforts have
3 generated in terms of merchant cash advances, and then,
4 briefly, the Court does have not only a question or two about
03:08

5 DSI and the status of pending discovery being handled by
6 Magistrate Judge Reinhart, but I also am interested in asking
7 the receiver a question or two about the expansion that has
8 been requested.

He is, again, an officer of the Court and the

9 Court wants to get a sense, a little bit more detail, if you
03:08

10 will, about his request.

I do know that that is a ripe pending

11 motion before the Court to expand the receivership.

I'm

12 willing to talk a little bit about that later.
13

But if we can begin, I think, and I tend to turn it to

14 Mr. Alfano on these points as kind of the point person for the
03:09

15 receiver, but I think the important thing is before we talk
16 about DSI and their affidavit from their director, if you could
17 provide us, Mr. Alfano or perhaps turn to Mr. Kolaya and have
18 Mr. Stumphauzer give us a sense of collection efforts.
19

03:09

One of the things we have talked about from the

20 beginning in this case has been the difficulty of collecting
21 funds from multiple investors.

A lot of the, or, excuse me, a

22 lot of the loans, rather, from folks, whether it's small
23 businesses or one of the top ten of the portfolio that we have
24 talked about extensively, some of which are encountering
03:09

25 financial trouble, bankruptcy, and other disconcerting problems
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1 that are going on in their businesses.
2

So do we have any updates, Mr. Alfano, on how

3 collection efforts are going, whether that be in the
4 Philadelphia Court of Common Pleas or elsewhere, any new
03:10

5 information on that and I'll turn it over to you to kind of
6 tell us a little bit about the latest in that front, please.
7

MR. ALFANO:

Thank you, Your Honor, if I may.

8 hand is presently 53 million dollars through yesterday.

Cash on
We are

9 -- DSI is fully engaged in collection efforts with merchants in
03:10

10 order to recover receivables.

We have opened up discussions

11 with certain other merchants within the top ten.
12 represented by counsel.

Most are

And we're continuing, you know, our

13 efforts to try to resolve those matters, those that aren't
14 paying to get them back on a payment plan.
03:10

And if that's not

15 productive, then we would anticipate coming back to Your Honor
16 for relief with respect to the litigation injunction as
17 presently in place on a selected basis.
18

MR. FROCCARO:

Judge, Judge, Judge, this is James

19 Froccaro, I just have -03:11

20

THE COURT:

Sorry, I was on mute.

21

MR. FROCCARO:

Go ahead, Counsel.

I don't ask much but is that 53 million

22 including the 25 million or over 25 million?
23

MR. ALFANO:

It is.

We started with 25 million and

24 we're up to 53 million.
03:11

25

Your Honor, first of all, I thought I reported that
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1 the starting point in our very first status conference and I
2 provided routine updates to that effect.
3

THE COURT:

Sorry, Mr. Froccaro, it was still chopping

4 up a little bit on the connection, but I guess the answer to
03:11

5 your the question is yes.

We are now -- that is above and

6 beyond the 25 from the last report.
7

MR. FROCCARO:

8

THE COURT:

Thank you, Judge.

No, no, that's fine.

These are important

9 and to the extent I have clarification questions, not argument
03:11

10 but clarification questions, I welcome them from defense
11 counsels.
12

We want to get a good picture of where we're at.
So we're about 53 million.

We are continuing to make

13 collection efforts with the merchants.

And we are engaging, I

14 think, as you stated, Mr. Alfano directly with counsel on
03:12

15 behalf of some of the merchants, right?
16

MR. ALFANO:

17

THE COURT:

That's correct.
And in terms of relief, I think the Court

18 most recently did lift litigation injunctions on a number of
19 the different cases that were pending.
03:12

Have we been able to

20 kind of explore those with those injunctions now being lifted
21 in terms of having to appear in court in Philadelphia in order
22 to try to either collect them, or I don't know if this is
23 coming by way of consent judgment or -- can you maybe give me a
24 sense of how that litigation is playing out?

03:12

25

MR. ALFANO:

Your Honor, essentially we asked for
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1 relief in two circumstances.

The first is where a merchant had

2 previously reached an agreement with CBSG prior to the
3 receivership, but, for whatever reason, their assets were
4 garnished.
03:12

So we're seeking relief in those circumstances and,

5 of course, honoring the terms of any settlement that was
6 entered into as well as pursuing resolutions with merchants, a
7 condition of which is to either release garnishments and/or
8 dissolve confessions of judgments.
9

03:13

THE COURT:

So let me move on from the collection

10 effort and speak a little bit, if I could, without getting too
11 much into the substance because I am very, as I stated in my
12 paperless order, acutely aware of the concerns raised by the
13 joint motion filed by a number of defense counsels regarding
14 the calculations in the most recent DSI report.

03:13

Really, it was

15 an affidavit that was submitted that gave us perhaps, at least
16 as far as I could tell, the clearest picture in the receiver's
17 view of the financial state of this company.

And, you know, I

18 know that there is arguing being made about the factoring being
19 used in that report, the underlying data being used in that
03:14

20 report, the purported lack of access to that data the
21 defendants feel is major issue that prevents them from
22 essentially conducting their own report or own audit of those
23 numbers.
24

03:14

But I think it would be important, especially for

25 those that may not have had an opportunity to really read it,
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1 and I don't know if I would turn to Mr. Alfano for this or
2 directly to Mr. Stumphauzer or Mr. Kolaya to just give us a
3 little bit of summary or a breakdown of that particular
4 statement and financial picture of this business because, as
03:14

5 far as I can tell, and I'm carefully choosing my words here,
6 and I know everyone understands that, you know, there was a
7 conversation had probably three or four months ago where I
8 asked Ms. Berlin, in no uncertain terms, what kind of case this
9 was.

03:14

Was this the kind of case that dealt with a regulatory

10 issue and a registration issue and a disclosure issue?
11 this more akin to what we know as a Ponzi scheme.

Or was

That was a

12 question I asked early on in this litigation.
13

I was told by the SEC that it was not a Ponzi scheme

14 at the time, that they were uncertain, they were not ready to
03:15

15 make that representation, and I will confess that the report
16 from DSI goes to great lengths not to use that term.

But

17 looking at the way the snapshot that DSI has prepared, and,
18 again, I know this is all, if you will, under protest by
19 defense counsels who feel that it is a flawed methodology, but
03:15

20 we have to remember that this is a conversation between me and
21 my receiver, an officer of the Court, and his due diligence and
22 what it has generated in terms of reports for me to digest what
23 is going on on the ground in this business and in all the
24 related Par Funding businesses.

03:15

25

It seems to me, based upon the report and the fact
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1 that some of the payouts or the funds that investors were
2 receiving were essentially generated or the product of new
3 money coming into these investments that we maybe have had a
4 sea change in the true nature of this business and that it is
03:16

5 less about factoring and due diligence on loans, and more about
6 taking from new investors to pay old investors.

And that is

7 without, of course, calculating in operational expenses, et
8 cetera.
9
03:16

I don't want to make that assumption.

10 state that.

I don't want to

The affidavit does not go that far, but it makes

11 it clear that this was not a self-funding operation, meaning
12 this operation could not, regardless of COVID-19, regardless of
13 the SEC's involvement, that this was truly not a self14 engineered or self-funding enterprise, it thrived off new money
03:16

15 being put in from investors.
16

Now, again, I'd like, with that statement being made

17 in context, if could I turn it back to the receiver and perhaps
18 have the receiver give me the receiver's take-aways, DSI being
19 an agent, receiver, as employee, what are the receiver's
03:16

20 take-aways from this particular affidavit, which I think
21 paints, at least so far, one of the clearer pictures of what
22 the receiver's diligence has found, and I'll turn it to you,
23 Mr. Alfano, and whoever wants to take the lead on the
24 receiver's side to give me a breakdown of what you think you

03:17

25 have found by way of this DSI report.
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1

Go ahead, guys.

2

MR. ALFANO:

And, Your Honor, I think Mr. Stumphauzer

3 is going to address this directly.
4
03:17

THE COURT:

Very good.

So I'll turn it over

5 Mr. Stumphauzer as receiver for the Court.
6

And I don't know if I have the audio connected.

I did

7 see Mr. Kolaya and Mr. Stumphauzer on there, so not sure if
8 they're still there.
9
03:17

MR. STUMPHAUZER:

I apologize, I don't think we had

10 audio for a minute.

Are you able to hear us now?

11

Yeah, I can hear you now.

THE COURT:

So I will turn

12 it over to you guys to give me your impression and walk through
13 the findings and the declaration, please.

03:17

14

Go ahead, guys.

15

MR. STUMPHAUZER:

Yes, Your Honor.

So you're correct.

16 We did not use the word "Ponzi scheme" in that entire
17 declaration and there's a reason why.

We have been very, very

18 conservative with the information that we have presented to the
19 Court.
03:18

And when we present Your Honor with a number, that's

20 because it's been tied to bank records.
21 company's internal accounting records.
22 Quickbooks descriptions.

It's been tied to the
We have looked at

There is no ambiguity.

When we give

23 you a number, it is correct.
24
03:18

We had a number of discussions with Mr. Sharp from DSI

25 and I think the easiest way to explain this is there is not a
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1 single definition for a Ponzi scheme.

So, for example, there

2 are multiple courts that have talked about the factors that are
3 consistent with a Ponzi scheme so there are many court opinions
4 that talk about the proper definition.
03:18

5 example, also has a definition.

The Ninth Circuit, for

The AICPA, which is obviously

6 the organization for certified public accountants, also has a
7 definition for what a Ponzi scheme is, but I think it's fair to
8 say that there are more factors to it than simply whether old
9 investors are being repaid with new investor money.
03:19

10 not the only factor to be considered.

That is

You have to consider

11 other factors.
12

So, for example, what was the profitability of the

13 underlying business?

How does the profitability of the

14 underlying business tie to representations that are being made
03:19

15 to investors about the returns that are going to be delivered
16 to him.

Then there's also questions about whether there's

17 excessively large fees that are sustainable.
18

What I can tell you is, Mr. Sharp and his team, who

19 are, of course, highly trained professionals who, by the way,
03:19

20 do have very specific experience in the MCA business.

What

21 they are comfortable saying is that as to the top ten merchants
22 which, as you know now, make up approximately 50 percent of the
23 entire portfolio.

As to those merchants, they undoubtedly were

24 using CBSG money to pay CBSG back.
03:20

25

One of the most interesting portions of the DSI
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1 report, Your Honor, is if you are to look at the graphs I guess
2 that start on paragraph 18 of that report, and if you notice in
3 each instance we have a graph that covers the entire portfolio.
4 Then we have a graph that covers breakdown for some of the
03:20

5 largest merchants to show the performance of that particular
6 MCA or, as is often the case, a passage of MCA's.

In each

7 instance, the first chart is just showing what's happening in
8 each individual month so, you know, those months CBSG pays out
9 more than it receives or vice-versa, but, to me, the most
03:20

10 helpful chart is the second chart in each instance which shows
11 cumulatively the money that's going from CBSG to a merchant
12 versus the money that's going from the merchant back to CBSG.
13

Now, Your Honor has been told repeatedly throughout

14 this litigation, and this is the point I want to address in
03:21

15 more detail if the Court will allow, but you've been told
16 repeatedly, number one) that this is a highly profitable
17 business, and, number two) what you have between told is that,
18 you know, the portfolios were performing and that there were
19 adequate profits, sometimes referred to as house money for the

03:21

20 defendants to pay themselves.
21

What this chart shows, and, by the way, you were also

22 told that the primary source of profit was the MCA's
23 businesses, it goes to some of those business lines.
24
03:21

Now I should be careful in saying that this is an

25 analysis of cash in and cash out, which is not the same as
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1 profit, but it's a good proxy and a measuring stick, and what
2 you can see is throughout the life of this company, CBSG has
3 routinely and uniformly given out more money to merchants than
4 they have received back.
03:21

So you've been greeted with countless

5 hypos about here is a hypothetical loan, here is the
6 hypothetical very high factoring fee that's going to be earned
7 by the company, but this shows just the opposite.

It shows

8 that more money has gone out to merchants than has come back
9 and, by the way, that not over a month, it's not over a year,
03:22

10 it's over the entire operations of the company, coincidentally,
11 up until the end of 2019 or, stated differently, before COVID
12 hit our nation.
13

You can also see, Your Honor, if you are to go to

14 paragraph 26 take a look at my paragraph number on the page.
03:22

15 Paragraph 26 is related to Colorado Homes.

And if you see that

16 there are two charts below Colorado Homes that I believe,
17 again, are highly instructive and I would ask the Court to
18 focus on the second graph.

And, again, the blue line shows

19 funding that's going out from Par Funding and the orange line,
03:23

20 of course, reflects payments coming back from the merchant.
21 And, again, you see a very clear pattern, which is the line of
22 funding consistently is above the line for payments, meaning
23 that we have sent more money out than we have gotten back in.
24

03:23

There's another interesting trend about that

25 particular chart and you can see starting in November, December
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1 of 2019, the lines become completely flat.
2 reason for that?

So what's the

What it essentially shows is that the

3 merchant stopped paying because we stopped funding, i.e.,
4 there's a strong inference that they were paying us with our
03:23

5 own money.
6

I can also tell you that we have been in touch with

7 the attorney for B&T and I'm not stating what our litigation
8 position is with respect to him, but I'm representing to you
9 what has been said to us over the phone, which is that they
03:24

10 can't and they won't pay us because they were paying us with
11 our own money and now that we are not paying them any money,
12 they can't pay us any money back.
13

Now, I want to go through a couple of other points,

14 Your Honor, if I can.
03:24

Another issue of confusion I feel in

15 this litigation is there's many times that we're referring to
16 revenue.

In other words, top line, not profit, but revenue, or

17 where we're citing really impressive gross figures.

So, for

18 example, it's been brought up to you before that merchants
19 repaid Par Funding one point -- if you round it, 1.1 billion.
03:24

20 1.097 billion which is, undoubtedly, an impressive gross number
21 until you it to the amount of money that's gone out the door.
22 So, again, we're now cumulatively five, six years into this
23 business, 1.097 billion has come out -- come back from
24 merchants, but Par Funding has paid out 1.103 billion.

03:25

So net

25 net, cash out the door, cash in the door, over the entire
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1 history of this company up to 2019, that's the caveat I want to
2 give, we haven't finished 2020, we're 6.6 million in the hole.
3 We're 6.6 million dollars in the hole.

Again, I want to be

4 careful, net cash which is different from profit.
03:25

So, and

5 during that same time, we had seen from very early from the
6 SEC's initial complaint, of course, that included declarations
7 from Melissa Davis.

From that declaration, it was early --

8 evident at an early date that a significant amount of money had
9 gone out to corporate insiders.
03:25

What we didn't know is just

10 how high that number was.
11

So we now know that 144 million dollars was paid out

12 to Par Funding to insiders.

And so let me break that down,

13 Your Honor, because there is a lot of these companies that we
14 haven't necessarily spent a whole lot of time discussing.
03:26

15

So, for example, there's a company called Heritage

16 Business Consulting which is a company that allegedly earned
17 consulting fees from Par Funding, that is a company, of course,
18 controlled by Lisa McElhone.

That company was paid 41.5

19 million dollars of consulting fees.
03:26

And I can show you how

20 it's broken down into different categories in Mr. Sharp's
21 affidavits.
22
23 Eagle 6.

There was another company owned by Lisa McElhone,
That company received 24.4 million dollars.

There's

24 another company Eagle Union Quest that was used to buy a jet
03:26

25 that was used by Mr. LaForte and Ms. McElhone.

That company
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1 received 6.2 million dollars.

There's a marketing company RMR

2 that's owned by Mr. LaForte that received 6.9 million dollars.
3

So looking at Mr. McElhone and Mr. LaForte alone, if

4 you wanted to consider them together, they were able to extract
03:27

5 119.6 million dollars from this company.
6 of money.

A massive amount of money.

It's a massive amount

And this all happened

7 during the same time frame that this company had negative cash
8 flow, and you can see this in Mr. Sharp's declaration of
9 exactly how we get there and what the math is.
03:27

They had a

10 negative cash flow of 203.5 million dollars.
11

And I want to emphasize something, Your Honor.

12 is based on their analysis of actual bank records.
13 speculation.

This is not conjecture.

This

This is not

This is numbers that

14 appear on a bank statement, and then what we did, you know, I
03:28

15 know the defendants have emphasized that there were 12
16 accountants that were working at Par Funding, not all of them
17 were accountants in the CPA sense, but they were functioning as
18 accountants nonetheless.
19

03:28

What we did is looked at all of the banking

20 transactions and then, of course, corresponded that with an
21 entry of Quickbooks.

So insofar as there was a receipt of

22 cash, DSI was looking for the corresponding debit -- credit and
23 vice-versa.

So we went based on bank statements, actual

24 transactions in the accounting records, and these are the
03:28

25 numbers that we came to.
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1

I can tell you, Your Honor, that one ongoing concern

2 that we have is there are a lot of facts that are being thrown
3 at the Court, but equally important, things that are being
4 conveyed to the investors.
03:28

And, Your Honor, I think for so

5 many different reasons the truth is always important in court,
6 facts are always important in court, we are all officers of the
7 Court, and so we have an obligation to present things
8 truthfully to you in the best of our ability.

I'm doing that,

9 I'll stake my credibility on what I've said today.
03:29

I'll stake

10 the credibility of DSI's consultants on what they put in their
11 report.

It's our best calculation of what has happened based

12 on the records that are available to us.
13

I'm concerned, however, that there are other things

14 that are being represented to the Court that are, quite
03:29

15 frankly, problematic.

And I say that they're problematic

16 because people are relying on them.

Investors are reading

17 things and they are relying on those things when they sent
18 e-mails to me, when they sent e-mails to my staff, and when
19 they're burying the Court in some of that correspondence.
03:29

20

So, you know, Your Honor, you've indulged us all and

21 given us adequate opportunity to put our position on the
22 record, including the defendants, and we think that's a good
23 process because it forces us to do the work and to make sure
24 that we're correct.
03:30

It's part of the adversarial process, but

25 I think we all ought to be held accountable for what we say.
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1 I'm held accountable because I signed the pleadings.
2 Mr. Sharp's accountable because he signed a declaration.
3
4 us.
03:30

So now I want talk about what the defense filed with
So, last night the defense filed a motion for continuance

5 and I understand, they haven't had a fulsome chance to respond,
6 I understand that there's some additional data that they want.
7 But they have a section in there called, "Facts."

What I'm

8 asking is that they be held accountable for those facts.

There

9 are a couple facts that I want to talk about in particular.
03:30

10

On Page 3 of 8, they make the statement that CBSG, Par

11 Funding, has been audited three times.

It was audited by

12 Freedman in 2017, it was CliftonLarsonAllen for 2018 and 2019.
13 It was also audited by CBSG's long-time accountant, Robert Mehl
14 & Associates.
03:31

The good news is an allegation like that can

15 easily be proven or dis-proven.

I would ask that the

16 defendants be held accountable for that statement.
17

So I can tell you that right now, aside from just

18 sentences typed in the pleadings, there's only one source of
19 proof on that point.
03:31

That source of proof is James Klenk's

20 declaration, which Your Honor can find at docket entry 177-52.
21 Mr. Klenk, as far as I know, by the way, Your Honor, is the
22 only CPA that was working at the company.

He's also a CPA that

23 continues to work at company now.
24
03:31

What Mr. Klenk says directly contradicts that.

What

25 he says is the last time the company was audited was 2017.
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1 What happened during that audit?

Freedman issued an opinion, a

2 clean audit opinion, but the opinion was attached to financial
3 statements that showed a loss.
4 that Mr. LaForte didn't like.
03:32

It also showed some information
So he promptly instructed

5 Freedman to change the report and to follow a different
6 accounting method.

That, of course, led to a different result,

7 but it led -- it also led to an adverse opinion.

We have seen

8 no evidence that CliftonLarsonAllen conducted an audit in 2018
9 or 2019, or that Robert Mehl did so.
03:32

10

So we probably have not seen each and every piece of

11 paper, but we have talked to Mr. Klenk and we do have a
12 declaration on record for Mr. Klenk, and he says that's simply
13 not true.

I can tell you we have also looked at information

14 from Robert Mehl, and as Your Honor may know, there are
03:32

15 different levels of services from different auditors.
16 full-blown audit.

There are also reviews.

17 extremely limited scope.
18

One is a

There's also

It's called an agreed upon procedure.

You can have an accountant audit, you know, a tiny

19 little portion of your business, certain internal controls.
03:32

We

20 did see that Robert Mehl did an agreed-upon procedures since
21 working at points in time, but, again, there's no audits.

So I

22 would say -- I would ask that the defendants submit a
23 declaration that's willing to state their credibility on that
24 statement.
03:33

25

Likewise, in the section titled, "Facts," there is an
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1 allegation that really jumped off the page to everyone on our
2 team.

And it reads as follows.

3 3 of 8.

This is on the bottom of Page

It says, "According to the SEC's expert, Melissa

4 Davis, who has now filed multiple declaration, CBSG had
03:33

5 influence of 1.257 billion with a net positive cash flow of 711
6 million."
7

And I thought, wow, that is woefully inconsistent with

8 what DSI found, of course, and certainly does not, you know,
9 doesn't strike me as something that I saw in Ms. Davis's
03:33

10 affidavit, and, so, of course, we dug into it.

And I can read

11 you, Your Honor, the docket numbers for all of Ms. Davis's
12 declarations, but, needless to say, they don't say that, which
13 then led to another question which is:

These numbers are so

14 specific, the 1.275 billion, the 711 million, the fact that
03:34

15 CBSG wired precisely $1,000,231,298 (sic) and so on and so
16 forth.

I said these numbers had to come from somewhere.

17

So we did some digging to see where those numbers came

18 from because they sounded familiar.

If Your Honor is willing

19 to accommodate us so that we can show a document, I'd like to
03:34

20 show where I believe those numbers came from and -21

THE COURT:

Absolutely.

22

MR. STUMPHAUZER:

Absolutely.

I'm going ask Mr. Kolaya, who is

23 definitely our most tech-savvy person, if he can pull up the
24 document.
03:35

25

So, Your Honor may recall that Aida Lau, and if you
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1 can scan up at the top, Mr. Kolaya.

As you know, Aida Lau

2 submitted multiple declarations in this case.

What's

3 interesting, of course, is that we now know that this
4 declaration was created using data that Ms. Lau stole from the
03:35

5 company in violation of the Court's order.

And, interestingly,

6 this declaration is also built upon the accounting data the
7 defendants are saying that they don't have.

But many of them,

8 in Ms. Lau's declaration -- Mr. Kolaya, if you can scan back -9 she summarizes what she believes to be the financial condition
03:35

10 of the company.

By the way, we have no reason to believe that

11 she has a CPA or anything of that nature.

But if you scan down

12 to the exhibit that's attached, we took the liberty of
13 highlighted some numbers -- and maybe Mr. Kolaya can blow them
14 up.
03:36

15

But here in the defendant's paperwork filed last night

16 in the section titled, "Facts," they said over its lifetime
17 CBSG wired exactly $1,231,298,329.

So it appears that this did

18 not come from Ms. Davis's declaration.

Instead, it came from

19 Ms. Lau who, by the way, we requested an opportunity to
03:36

20 interview.

She now, I think, based on allegations we made

21 regarding the data intrusion, is now represented by a prominent
22 criminal defense lawyer in Philadelphia and won't speak to us.

03:36

23

And Mr. Kolaya, if you want to scan over.

24

Yeah, you can also see they basically represented to

25 the Court that according to the SEC's expert Melissa Davis that
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1 CBSG had inflows of 1.257 billion dollars.

Again, it matches

2 precisely to what Ms. Lau said.
3

So Your Honor, you know, look, I understand, and I'm

4 going to include myself in this.
03:37

You know.

I happen to be an

5 accountant by background and a CPA by background.

I don't

6 practice as one anymore and I haven't in a long time.

I know

7 many of the lawyers in this case are not CPAs and are doing
8 their best with complicated numbers and, to some extent, are
9 relying on their client's.
03:37

10 something.

They're being made in a court.

11 in a pleading.
12

But these allegations mean
They're being made

They're being made to investors.

And now, if an investors were to read this, they would

13 actually think that this came from the SEC's own expert and,
14 more importantly, that maybe there was 700 million dollars to
03:37

15 be passed out to investors.
16 simply don't show that.

Your Honor, the records just

And I look forward to receiving a

17 declaration where some expert for the defense says that there
18 was 700 million of cash flow.
19
03:38

There's another topic that I'd like to address.

It

20 really is to the issue of the outstanding balances for some of
21 these merchants.

If you look at the portfolio, there are --

22 undoubtedly, there are a lot of outstanding MCA's receivable.
23 But what Mr. Sharp's declaration makes emphatically clear at
24 this point is that if you look at those balances, they're
03:38

25 disproportionately based on fees.

So if you remember, there
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1 was a prior pleading, and I'm going ask Mr. Kolaya to back me
2 up here to make sure I don't misstate, but we were giving the
3 Court information about the outstanding balances for the
4 highest ten merchants.
03:38

The defense responds and, of course,

5 says, "Well, the receiver forgot to mention that virtually the
6 entire outstanding balance is fees, and we have actually
7 collected our money back."
8

Well, I didn't understand that counterclaim.

The

9 reason is if we want to get these investors paid, fees are
03:39

10 important, too.

And the defendants write them off though

11 they're meaningless.

Well, the problem is, at this point they

12 represent a disproportionate amount of the outstanding balance.
13 Now, do we hope and will we endeavor to collect that, yes, but
14 it's being challenged and I can tell you that what we have
03:39

15 seen, and we purposely walked through, rather than a
16 hypothetical, we walked you through an actual example of an
17 actual MCA to a real merchant, and what you can see is there
18 was a very, very, very routine practice where a merchant would
19 come to CBSG, they would need additional funds, they would

03:39

20 negotiate, and there was a process called a reload where a
21 merchant would essentially get another MCA from Par Funding,
22 the MCA would be used, in part, to pay off the old balance, and
23 then result in a new balance with fees that are doubled and
24 tripled on top of each other.

03:40

So we gave you an actual example

25 so you can see how quickly those fees add up.
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1

Now, if you look at the fees that are recorded on the

2 financial statement and that are recorded on the balance sheet,
3 they do look like high numbers.

And then the question becomes

4 what portion of that is paper profits.
03:40

In other words, what

5 portion of that can be collected.
6

Well, we can't give that you answer across the board,

7 but we can give you that answer as to the top ten merchants
8 which, as you've seen, we have now grouped related companies
9 together so it's actually more than ten.
03:40

But this notion that

10 they're collecting in a multiple of 1.32 is, again, false.
11 It's just false based on the numbers.

They're not even

12 actually collecting the entire net cash advance.

And you can

13 see that in several of the examples that are in Mr. Sharp's
14 declaration, including, for example, you can see that for B&T,
03:41

15 you know, this is a company that was loaned -- excuse me, not
16 loaned, that received merchant cash advances of 91 million
17 dollars, but if you look at the actual net cash outstanding,
18 the amount of money that CBSG advanced versus what came back,
19 CBSG is 20 million in the red.

03:41

But what it also goes to show

20 is just how high a portion of that balance is attributable to
21 fees.

And that's going to be a portion that, of course, is

22 going to be disputed, we know it's going to be disputed because
23 we have an attorney that's already told us so and, you know,
24 the other thing that's been represented, not only to this Court
03:41

25 but to investors repeatedly, even after we have shown ample
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1 proof otherwise, is they are doting upon their own underwriting
2 process.
3

Well, once we actually dug into the underwriting

4 process to see what they actually collected, in many instances
03:42

5 they advanced far more, many, many multiples than what they
6 themselves determined would be appropriate to advance.

And so,

7 for example, CBSG, not a very great underwriting process for a
8 merchant with 91 million dollars of exposure, not exposure to
9 Par Funding's principals, but to its investors.
03:42

What they

10 collected there is they collected 20 bank statements from three
11 different accounts from 2015 to 2017, and combined, that's a
12 company with an average cash balance of a million dollars.
13 They owe Par Funding 91 million dollars.

There's no amount of

14 spin that can fix that, Your Honor.
03:42

15

So, again, what I'm asking the Court, and I think to

16 some extent the investors as well, because I feel that I have
17 -- I certainly have a responsibility to the Court, but I also
18 feel like I have a responsibility to the investors, and it's
19 rare that I have an opportunity to communicate with them as a
03:43

20 group, as I do know, but I really do think that everyone, and
21 I'm including myself, including myself more than anyone, we
22 should be held accountable for what we say to you.

I'm holding

23 myself accountable for what came out of my mouth today, I'm am
24 holding my accountants and consultants at DSI accountable for
03:43

25 what they put in that declaration.

I would I ask that everyone
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1 else be held to the same standard.
2

THE COURT:

Now just to pick up on that point briefly,

3 thank you for that update, you know, I share in the frustration
4 that you have made clear in today's report that we are dealing
03:43

5 with alternative realities.

It's probably been the most

6 frustrating part for the Court from the beginning that I am
7 presented with facts which we know are stubborn things, and
8 math.

I'm being presented with straight numbers and now I have

9 a declaration from Mr. Sharp, under oath.
03:44

I have, at least at

10 this point in the litigation, been able to get my hands around
11 what I think are verifiable numbers and enough of a sample size
12 in the nature of the loans and the profitability or lack
13 thereof year-to-year to get a true financial picture as far as
14 I can tell.

03:44

15

So I am similarly perturbed by what seems to be a

16 constant spin and I will share that I get not as many e-mails
17 from investors, as I'm sure the receiver does, but I get my
18 fair share every day, and wherever they're getting their
19 information from is problematic, to say the least.
03:44

It does not

20 square up with the investments that they thought they had made
21 or the profitability they thought they had seen.
22

And I think one of the challenges we have had is to

23 paint an accurate picture of this business to all concerned
24 parties, and I don't want any of the defense lawyers to think
03:45

25 that the Court is rushing to any conclusion.

I think that I
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1 have attempted to allow this process to play out.

By the same

2 token, you have to understand that defense lawyers are not
3 litigating against my receiver.
4 me.
03:45

My receiver is an extension of

It's an extension of the Court.

I take my obligations as

5 overseer and supervisor of the receiver operation very
6 seriously.

I know that it is, by nature of this business model

7 and some of the difficulties of getting a true picture, it can
8 sometimes be a costly endeavor, and I knew that going in, okay,
9 but a lot of what is being thrown against the wall here to me
03:45

10 is not verifiable, it's not backed by numbers.

I have at least

11 one clear picture emerging of this business and I think at some
12 point the story that I hear that the receiver doesn't know what
13 factoring is or that this is somehow a complicated business
14 that makes it difficult to operate, I think that argument is
03:46

15 starting to fall apart quite a bit because I will confess that
16 it doesn't take an economics major or CPA to look at
17 Mr. Sharp's findings and figure out that at the very bottom,
18 the model that we had here was not self-funding, it just
19 wasn't, and the loans were not over-performing.

03:46

I don't even

20 know if they can even say they were performing, period.
21

The amount loaned versus the amount recovered is

22 pretty clear, it's pretty clear to the Court that this was not
23 sustainable.

You know, at some point, you know, we have to

24 look at these numbers and try to get our hands around them to
03:46

25 get a true picture, but I think that, to the receiver's point,
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1 we need to stop feeding the Court narratives that are not
2 backed either by the credibility of lawyers and under oath, or
3 verified statements or financials that have some strength in
4 backing in real numbers or real analysis, because throwing
03:46

5 around these statements every time the receiver makes any sort
6 of finding, and it's not to say you can't contest it, but if
7 we're going contest it, let's actually contest it on merit, not
8 on narrative, not on spin, because all that does is harm us in
9 getting to the ultimate result in this case, whether that is by
10 way of trial, substantive motion practice, evidentiary
11 hearings, the day we get to a disgorgement argument, all of
12 those things are being clouded and the reality is all this does
13 is hurt us all, as the litigators know, in the long run because
14 it makes it more and more difficult for us to get to the merits

03:47

15 when we're spinning our gears on numbers.
16

So, you know, one of the things I thought about

17 reading the declaration and coming into court today, and I
18 don't know if this is even is a possibility for the receiver to
19 entertain, but something that I thought is how can I get the
03:47

20 team of defense lawyers to perhaps give me their actual
21 verifiable sworn statement of what it is they think this
22 company is valued.

Let them pick their CPA, because one of the

23 things I thought about was, what would stop, and I don't know
24 if the receiver's amenable to this, but to put an end to this.
03:48

25 You know, DSI has had a set of data that they have utilized.
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1 They have now provided a very clear affidavit with a breakdown.
2 I am curious in hopes to maybe putting an end to a constant
3 spin, I'm curious if the receiver would suggest or entertain
4 the possibility of, at the cost being borne by the defendants
03:48

5 if they were to, as a group, the same defense counsels that
6 filed this motion yesterday evening, let them pick who they
7 want, give me their CPA expert, and let that CPA expert sit
8 down and look at what Mr. Sharp looked at and come up with
9 their own verified affidavit of their financial picture because

03:49

10 I'd like to see the names of defense counsels or their expert
11 give me a sworn statement that -- not allegations in a pleading
12 disputing the methodology, but actually taking a look at these
13 numbers because I know you guys saw that the second half of the
14 objections coming into today were we continue to argue that we

03:49

15 don't have access.

And I know this has been an issue of

16 protective orders, we don't have access to the same numbers, we
17 can't look and verify the same data.

I know that's been the

18 subject of disputes in front of my magistrate judge.
19
03:49

And I also know we have, which we'll talk about in a

20 little bit, we have a separate problem about return of data
21 that was purportedly taken out of the G Suite that I've already
22 issued a show cause on for civil contempt sanctions against two
23 individuals involved in this lawsuit.
24

03:49

So I don't know if this is even a possibility but I

25 wanted to ask receiver in an effort to kind of put teeth behind
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1 your comments, how can I shut this down because I'm not going
2 to sit here and allow a continued misinformation campaign from
3 other parties to confuse investors when I have an officer of
4 the Court appointed by me going through the numbers and now
03:50

5 giving me an affidavit on this from DSI, and they're telling me
6 this is a gross, quote, gross mischaracterization of the
7 financials.
8 pleading.

I mean, that is a bold statement to make on a

That is extremely aggressive to take that line and

9 say that the entire method of DSI, a sworn statement by this
03:50

10 consultant, is not rooted in reality, and what you just said is
11 we have the numbers to back up every single representation and
12 chart in that affidavit.
13

So is there a way that the receiver could contemplate

14 it -- and I'm open to suggestions, I'm just trying to come up
03:50

15 with a way to put an end to this, and if it means letting the
16 defense lawyers have access to that data under supervision of
17 the Court for a limited purpose of having them get one expert
18 to look at whatever Sharp looked at, I'd like to see someone -19 look, at the end of the day, as you point out, Mr. Stumphauzer,

03:51

20 and Mr. Futerfas, don't cut in, I see you wanted to jump, give
21 me one second, I'm talking to the receiver.

I don't want to

22 have to meet you.
23

MR. FUTERFAS:

I do want to weigh in at this part of

24 the conversation.
03:51

25

THE COURT:

Yeah, give me one second because I want to
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1 see what the receiver's view is on this.
2

One of the issues I am having is I -- if this is a

3 methodology problem, if this is -- you know, this isn't a
4 dispute over GAAP principles, this is -- I mean, to me as far
03:51

5 as I can tell from Mr. Sharp, this is all well-rooted in
6 verifiable numbers, and so one of the things I'm trying to get
7 my head around is, if that's true, then if we can trod in one
8 agreed upon expert from all the defendants to come in and sit
9 down in a room with Sharp and the receiver and look at the same

03:51

10 data and give me a competing affidavit or report, something
11 under oath, something verified, so that I can actually see if
12 any of the theories that have been repeatedly floated out by
13 defense counsels every time I get a receiver report are rooted
14 in actual math.

03:52

15

So I wanted to ask the receiver that question.

Mr.

16 Stumphauzer, if that is even a suggestion that you would
17 entertain that you could talk to me about so that I can see if
18 there is another reality here to look at these numbers, how can
19 I put that issue to bed?
03:52

20

So can I hear your take on that, or maybe you have a

21 proposal eventually whereby you will have a moment to have this
22 data methodology shared with defense lawyers and Mr. Sharp can
23 be in a room with an expert on their side.

I mean, I don't

24 want to circumvent the discovery process, and that's been part
03:52

25 of the problem here.

This should be litigated like any other
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1 case now.

We have a bunch of preliminary injunctions, nothing

2 here should be out of the ordinary.

We are doing this as we

3 have always done any other piece of civil litigation.

There's

4 no need to take shortcuts, but by the same token, there's been
03:52

5 so much of this back and forth that's confusing to investors, I
6 think I have a pretty good picture of what's going on, but you
7 wouldn't -- you wouldn't look at from docket entry 430, and the
8 way that the defense counsels have banded together and are
9 still taking issue with some of the methodology.

03:53

10

So what does the receiver think about any solution to

11 this problem?
12

Can I hear from the receiver on this.

MR. STUMPHAUZER:

So, Your Honor, I think if I

13 understood you correctly, I'm advocating for exactly what you
14 just said.
03:53

We have offered the defense we will give you not

15 just reports from Quickbooks, not just the various iterations
16 of slice and dice (inaud.), we'll give you an actual static
17 copy of single transaction for Par Funding, every single one.

03:53

18 But what we want is three things.

One) we want you to agree to

19 a very airtight protective order.

Why?

This is not us being

20 petty so let me give you practical examples of problems that
21 have happened and I am going to, again, welcome, because
22 there's different members of the team doing different things.
23 Mr. Kolaya and Mr. Alfano can correct me.

Here are the kind of

24 the things that we have actually had happening.
03:54

25

We had a person actually show up at a merchant's store
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1 saying, "We're here on behalf of Par Funding.

You owe us X

2 amount of money, we're not leaving until you pay us in cash."
3 The person did take out cash and paid the person purporting to
4 represent me.
03:54

I can assure Your Honor it wasn't anyone from my

5 firm and it wasn't anyone from DSI.
6

Just this week we had someone make up an e-mail

7 address, I can't remember the name off the top of my head, but
8 it was Gmail address but it had something Parfunding@gmail.com,
9 reached out to a merchant, again, saying "You owe us a balance,
03:54

10 you need to pay this.

Please give me your bank account

11 information," and, lo and behold, the person actually paid.
12

So what we're concerned about, and the defense will

13 say, "Well, you're already putting the accounting data out
14 there."
03:54

15 abuse.

Judge, I'm putting out top level data that no one can
Nobody can go collect from our merchants by me saying

16 we have loaned out or, you know, given out MCA's 1.1 billion.
17 What we're concerned about is accounting data where line by
18 line merchant by merchant addresses, phone numbers is going to
19 be given to defense.
03:55

20

So all we ask them for is three things.

21 protective order.

We want a

We want the data back that you stole

22 because, by the way, we can show you and will show you at the
23 evidentiary hearing that they have a copy already.

And the

24 third thing we have asked them for is it's really important
03:55

25 that we have an access log for who has accessed your wrongfully
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1 obtained copies of the Quickbooks.

Why?

We would like to

2 figure out who has been collecting our money for us and not
3 giving it back.

We'd also like to explore whether there are

4 any data corruption or integrity issues, and we have it in
03:55

5 writing.

Mr. Futerfas rejected the protective order that we

6 asked for.

He flatly refused to provide us an access log and,

7 by the way, in direct violation of this Court's order, he just
8 said flat out in writing, we're not giving the data back,
9 period, and I'm going ask Mr. Kolaya to weigh in because he was
03:56

10 more directly involved in those discussions.
11

MR. FUTERFAS:

12

THE COURT:

Judge, that's not true at all.

I'm going -- I'll go ahead and mute you,

13 Mr. Futerfas, so that I have any more interruptions.
14
03:56

Go ahead and I will turn to the defense lawyers in a

15 minute, but I have to hear from my receiver first so I can get
16 a good picture, and before I pivot to Mr. Kolaya on the phone,
17 there's one thing that you just said, Mr. Stumphauzer, that I
18 got to make sure understand.

You mentioned something about

19 someone else collecting the money for you guys.
03:56

20

Did I understand you right that you have attempted

21 merchant collection and upon interacting with merchants, they
22 said someone else has made contact with them to collect on
23 outstanding loans that is not my receiver?
24
03:56

MR. STUMPHAUZER:

That's correct, Your Honor.

Usually

25 how it comes to our attention is not necessarily because we
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1 reach out to someone and collectively they say it's already
2 been collected, but on occasion people will reach out to us and
3 say, "Well, we just want to make sure that this is someone
4 actually acting on your behalf, or we will learn about it after
03:57

5 the fact.

And, yes, we have had now at least two, and I'm

6 going to ask Mr. Alfano and Mr. Kolaya to fact-check me here,
7 but at least two circumstances where people that are purporting
8 to act on behalf of Par Funding have collected money that did
9 not come to us and it was no one acting on our behalf.
03:57

10

Now, let me be careful because I like to be precise in

11 how I speak.

As to the merchants (audio distortion), that

12 claim that someone showed up to collect cash, I wasn't born
13 yesterday so I DO understand that there are many merchants that
14 might be viewing this as an opportunity to get out of their MCA
03:57

15 obligations, and so I'm not accepting as fact that someone
16 showed up to collect cash, we're investigating it but that's
17 what's been told to us.
18

In the other instance, we actually have forwarded

19 copies of the e-mails where someone reached out to a vendor
03:57

20 from, yet, another e-mail address with Par Funding in the title
21 and did, in fact, successfully collect money that should have
22 gone to these investors, it should be in this receivership,
23 that went elsewhere instead.
24

03:58

25 again.

And, again, I want to double-down and be careful
I'm not saying it was the defendants.

I don't know who
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1 it was.

But what I'm saying is in reaching the sort of

2 conclusion like that, it would be awfully helpful to know who
3 has got access to the accounting data, and we know some of the
4 people that have access because we caught them taking it, but I
03:58

5 really do want it to turn it over to Mr. Kolaya because I want
6 to make sure that I accurately described the negotiations over
7 the Quickbooks data file and I have been monitoring it but not
8 as closely as him.
9

03:58

So --

THE COURT:

10

MR. KOLAYA:

Sure, absolutely, go ahead, Mr. Kolaya.
Your Honor, Timothy Kolaya, counsel for

11 the receiver.
12

MS. BERLIN:

Your Honor, if I may, I'm sorry.

This is

13 Amie Riggle Berlin, thank you very much for allowing me to join
14 the Zoom.
03:58

I apologize, I was in another hearing, and assure

15 you, I actually begged to be released so that I could join our
16 status conference.

03:58

17

I apologize, Your Honor.

18

THE COURT:

19

Okay, so Mr. Kolaya, you were saying -- let's go

Sure.

Thank you for being here.

20 ahead, you were picking up on the status of some of these
21 issues.

Go ahead.

22

MR. KOLAYA:

Yes, Your Honor, we have had extensive

23 meet and confers with Mr. Futerfas and Ms. Bettina Schein about
24 the Quickbooks data, and as Mr. Stumphauzer said, we are
03:59

25 absolutely willing to provide them that data.

I can provide it
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1 to them today.
2 ready to go.

I can provide it to them tomorrow.

There are three conditions.

We are

Number one) a

3 protective order and it has to be a very fulsome protective
4 order that gives us absolute assurances that this information
03:59

5 is not going to be used for any improper purposes.

We made

6 some good progress on that front but the defendants have
7 rejected our protective order and want to use a different one.
8

On that issue, Your Honor, I'm happy to submit

9 competing orders to either Your Honor or to Judge Reinhart to
03:59

10 enter the appropriate protective order.
11

On the second issue, we did ask for an access log and

12 Mr. Futerfas or Ms. Schein, I'm not sure who forwarded the
13 e-mail, did send an e-mail from the vendor who is hosting the
14 data and it provided the last access date.
03:59

That's not enough.

15 We want to know every time it was accessed, who accessed it,
16 from which IP address, we want to know where exactly this data
17 was used and where it was accessed.
18

And number three) return a copy.

We have never gotten

19 a commitment from Ms. Futerfas and/or Ms. Schein, we have made
04:00

20 some progress in that respect, but they have never committed
21 that they will provide a copy back to us, and their argument
22 has been, well, it's a lot more efficient for us to simply use
23 the copy we have already taken from the company.
24

04:00

Now, frankly, Your Honor, it's a static copy.

25 transfer it, it's a set of data, it gets uploaded to a

We can
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1 database.

There's minimal costs to return a copy they took

2 from the company improperly, to receive the copy we have agreed
3 to provide to them, and to upload it to whatever database their
4 accounting expert needs to do whatever analysis they need, and
04:00

5 we're happy to provide that, as I said, as soon as the
6 protective order is entered and as soon as we have a full
7 access log, and as soon as we receive a copy back from the
8 defendants.
9

04:01

MR. STUMPHAUZER:

10

THE COURT:

11

MR. STUMPHAUZER:

One last point, Your Honor --

Yeah, go ahead.
-- is that Mr. Sharp, you know, I'm

12 corresponding with him sometimes as these hearings are ongoing,
13 has offered to meet with and assist the defense's expert.
14

THE COURT:

So let me --

15

MR. FUTERFAS:

16

THE COURT:

So, Your Honor, can --

No, no, no.

You are not going to be

17 chiming in until I let you okay, so let's hold you on mute so I
18 don't have to keep clicking that button, all right?
19
04:01

So here is the question I have so I totally understand

20 exactly what I'm dealing with here.
21

On the protective order, all right, I'm going to

22 streamline this.

By the end of today, I want competing

23 protective orders from both sides and I'm going to enter which
24 one I think is appropriate.
04:01

I'm not going to waste any more

25 time, it's preposterous to me that we are six months into this
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1 litigation and we don't have an effective order that defense
2 counsel can work with so we can streamline the production.

A

3 lot of what is happening here, as we saw in last night's docket
4 entry, is we don't have the data.
04:02

We can't verify data.

It is

5 a problem I think of counsel's own creation because it sounds
6 to me like we are trying to make data available to everybody so
7 that we all work off the same numbers.
8 misinformation and misunderstandings.

That eliminates
And to me, all that is

9 happening is every time we get another round of meet and
04:02

10 confer, my receiver, as he should, because it's unnecessary
11 delay, is going to have to bill for it.

And I am trying to

12 keep costs manageable.

So it makes no sense why we should

13 continue on with this.

I would prefer that each side submit a

14 protective order by the end of today so that I can review them
04:02

15 side by side whether I decide to do some amalgamation of both
16 or I adopt one or the other, I need to look at them because I
17 cannot understand why we are still litigating that and I think
18 it's a waste of everybody's time and money to do so.

So I'm

19 going to take care of that issue myself.
04:02

20
21 logs.

The second issue, which is, you're talking about the
What response, Mr. Kolaya, are you getting on that,

22 meaning you've been asking for a clear set of logs so that we
23 know who is in and who is out so that we can track some of this
24 access.
04:03

Are you just getting piecemeal logs or are they saying

25 they don't want to give anything to you?

What's your view on
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1 that specifically?
2

MR. KOLAYA:

3 their position is.

Your Honor, I'm not sure exactly what

What they provided in return was simply an

4 e-mail from Summit Hosting, which is the company that Mr. Cole
04:03

5 used to host the data that he took from the company and simply
6 provides a few user names.

We don't know if it's everybody,

7 and it provides their last access date.

What the defendants

8 have said is we haven't accessed this data for a long time, so,
9 therefore, you have nothing to worry about.
04:03

10

Now that may or may not be the case, we want to see a

11 full log, and this is something that these software companies
12 almost always have, it has a log of every time somebody logs
13 on, every time somebody logs off, and every time somebody
14 accesses the data.
04:04

That's what we want so we can know

15 specifically which user name was accessing the data from which
16 IP address at which times.
17

THE COURT:

So would it be possible, although I have a

18 standing order that delegates discovery issues to my magistrate
19 judge, that if I were to request that my receiver file a motion
04:04

20 to compel specifically what they need in that regard that that
21 could be filed, I could order an expedited response, and that I
22 could also render an order compelling the production of this
23 particular log?

I assume that you could file something in the

24 next week or so specifically telling me what do you believe is
04:04

25 accessible and what can track all those entry points to the
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1 database so that I can review it.

We can get a response if the

2 defense feels it's not technologically feasible, etcetera, and
3 then I can immediately go ahead and rule on that.
4
04:04

The only reason why I would not do it as my magistrate

5 judge does it wisely through oral argument is because I
6 wouldn't want to have a motion or an order on a motion to
7 compel that doesn't specify exactly what I'm expecting in that
8 turnover of that log and information.
9

04:05

But, again, just like the protective order, to

10 streamline and try to check off the three boxes so that this
11 data can be made available, which is what I think is what we
12 need to do to put an end to different narratives, I think it
13 would be extremely useful if we went ahead and cleared that
14 issue up.

04:05

Is that something that you think makes sense?

Could

15 something be filed to give the Court exactly the language I
16 need and then if the defense wants to respond to whether that's
17 feasible or not they can before I rule on that.

Because, quite

18 honestly, I'd like to be able to have orders in place requiring
19 production of certain materials that I can then enforce through
04:05

20 the Court's power.
21

So what would you say as to a motion on that?

22

MR. KOLAYA:

Your Honor, we're happy to file that

23 either today or tomorrow.

That's not something that's complex

24 and we're happy to provide it immediately.
04:05

25

THE COURT:

So, again, another thing I can take off
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1 the table so I can resolve it.
2

The third thing that you're worried about in terms of

3 data production and everything else is the log that you
4 mentioned in your order to show cause which -- or your motion
04:06

5 for order to show cause, rather, which indicates that that is
6 yet to be returned and that was an unauthorized access that you
7 alerted the Court about some time ago and now you have
8 requested initiation of civil contempt proceedings.
9

04:06

Now it sounds to me, and I'm going to get a brief

10 response from the defense on these three points in a few
11 minutes here, but it sounds to me like you are being told that
12 they have it.

I mean, there's no dispute they have this data,

13 I don't think anyone is saying they don't have it, they just
14 don't believe it makes sense to return that static data because
04:06

15 it's easier for them to work with it.
16

Did I get that explanation correct?

17

MR. KOLAYA:

That's correct, Your Honor, what they

18 told us is for the past several weeks or months they have not
19 been accessing the data, but they still have it and they think
04:06

20 it's more efficient for them to simply use the copies they
21 have.
22

And just to clarify one point, Your Honor, it's not

23 only the static copy of the Quickbooks database, it's also
24 several other accounting files that Mr. Cole downloaded and
04:07

25 uploaded to a new G Suite called New Logic.

There is a whole
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1 host, and we have a full log of the data.
2 provide us a log of the data they have.

Ms. Schein did not

We have filed that as

3 an attachment to some of our prior pleadings.

The New Logic

4 database also contains extensive amounts, tens and tens of
04:07

5 thousands of files of accounting files from Par Funding.
6

So those are the other documents that we would like

7 returned such that the defendants no longer maintain a copy and
8 we can provide appropriate documents through production through
9 a formal process subject to a protective order so we know
04:07

10 exactly what's been produced and who has copies of which data.
11

THE COURT:

Would it be possible, since it's, again, a

12 very specific request on what you were able to track from the
13 database that was taken out and that needs to be returned and,
14 again, this, to me -- correct me if I'm wrong -- would possibly
04:08

15 assist us in circumventing or eliminating the need, and I don't
16 know if you agree with me on this, for a civil contempt
17 proceeding because I get the sense that the thrust behind this
18 civil contempt that is being sought by the receiver and counsel
19 for the receiver is, in large part, motivated by the repeated

04:08

20 failure to return this data.
21

So in the motion that you were going to file or can

22 file to compel the log information, which is point two, it
23 seems that a second section of that, it could be a motion to
24 compel as directed by the Court, that would specify the items
04:08

25 that you believe were taken so that I could, upon review, try
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1 to determine, it would be swifter to simply enter an order
2 requiring those items to be produced or sent back to the
3 receiver.
4
04:08

Does that make sense as a possible other request that

5 you could file so that I could get exactly the sense of what
6 databases you're talking about?
7

MR. STUMPHAUZER:

8 in two parts.

Your Honor, I'd like respond to that

We absolutely can provide you with a complete

9 and comprehensive list of exactly what we need so that you're
04:09

10 not left guessing, and we can, of course, put that in the form
11 of a proposed order so you don't have to try to describe the
12 minutiae, obviously, we wouldn't want to waste your time, but
13 that absolutely does not render our motion moot, and I'll let
14 you know what brought that to a head.

04:09

15

If you remember, you know, the defense never really

16 denied that they took the data.

Instead, what they did is

17 filed this, quote-unquote, motion to clarify which we really
18 viewed as, you know, we violated the order so give us some
19 relief by changing what the order says.
04:09

It was never unclear.

20 There was never a need to clarify.
21

So, and at various points you said, you know, if you

22 got the proof, bring it.

So we spent a ton of time nailing

23 down exactly what you told us to do to prove who took what and
24 when and, more importantly, our forensic company had to spend a
04:10

25 lot of time and money because you were then provided a
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1 completely false excuse, which is, oh, we didn't take anything
2 intentionally, it was an auto download, which, again, we look
3 forward to the evidentiary hearing, that, too, is false.
4
04:10

But what happened is when we finally put together our

5 bill it was just thousands and thousands of lines of entries.
6 Believe it or not, it took me multiple days to go through it
7 and what really occurred to me is I can't believe how much
8 money these investors are going to have to pay precisely
9 because the defense engaged in this conduct, violated the

04:10

10 Court's order, made affirmative misstatements, misled many,
11 many people.

They should have to pay for that.

12 have to pay for that.

They should

There's no way these investors should

13 have to pay and we are still going to get the exact figure from
14 our DSI company, but, you know, multiple days up until midnight
04:10

15 and 3:00 in the morning trying to chase all this stuff down and
16 the defenses' only response to it was, shame on the receiver
17 for not locking down the data that we stole.
18

It's aggravating and it's got to be horrible to hear

19 as an investor.
04:11

20
21 proceed.

I think they should pay for it.

THE COURT:

I'm fine with letting it, obviously,

I think that is one of the key motives behind seeking

22 the sanctions is because of all the time that, unfortunately,
23 was wasted on that, and, so I wouldn't want to give the
24 impression, we have a timeline, obviously, I believe the 22nd
04:11

25 is the deadline I set for a response to the show cause.
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1

So, to me, we can separate that and that's really not

2 for today.

It's just to see if that was going to be part of

3 the resolution there, and we'll let that play out on its own
4 when I get a written response from the defense on that and what
04:11

5 exactly happened and what their explanation is for the access,
6 et cetera.
7

But going back to the earlier point, I think,

8 Mr. Kolaya, you still believe that it would be beneficial -9 correct me if I'm wrong -- even with the civil contempt issue
04:11

10 on the side, it would be beneficial that the Court explicitly
11 require the return of materials that you would spell out in a
12 motion and a proposed order, the same way you would spell out
13 what you need in terms of access logs so that the Court can
14 require that those specific access points and time and date

04:12

15 stamps be provided.
16

Is that a fair assessment?

17

MR. KOLAYA:

Yes, Your Honor, very fair, and as I

18 mentioned, we're happy to get that on file, if not today, by
19 tomorrow at the very latest.
04:12

20

THE COURT:

And so everyone understands, you know, the

21 reason why -- I'm going to shortcut this because what I can't
22 understand is I cannot have it be a sword and a shield issue
23 here where, you know, I'm being told that the data is being
24 processed wrong.
04:12

The receiver is standing by ready to give

25 access to the data so that a competing expert or CPA can look
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1 at what was produced and try on the merits with the same data
2 to put forth a similar sworn statement like that produced by
3 Mr. Sharp to counteract what defendants believe is some sort of
4 a false narrative.
04:12

And so I would prefer that we put in

5 everything we can to grant that access, and if it is true that
6 the defendants feel strongly that Mr. Sharp is not able to
7 properly calculate the numbers to get the right analysis of
8 this business model, then I find it hard to believe that
9 defendants wouldn't want to jump through whatever protective

04:13

10 order hoop they need to to get this done.
11

Now I will look at that to see that something that for

12 some reason defense counsel feels is too heavy-handed, but I
13 would rather skip all of this protracted litigation and check
14 off all three boxes that the receiver, my receiver is telling
04:13

15 me is the gateway to them coordinating an expert to come over,
16 sit with DSI, sit with the people in the receiver's camp, and
17 figure out exactly where there is a divergence of opinion from
18 a true CPA perspective, not from an unsworn declaration or some
19 sort of an objection, that's not really a motion but just

04:13

20 positioning on the docket as to the views of one side regarding
21 the data versus what Sharp has produced.
22

I mean, this is not effective.

It's not how I manage

23 litigation, and I don't think it helps anybody.

It doesn't

24 help the defendants, it definitely doesn't help the receiver or
04:14

25 the SEC, and the ones that suffer ends up being the investors
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1 and I would contemplate the Court as well because as I'm trying
2 to get my hands around the model and helping -- or using my
3 receiver whose goal it is is to clarify this for me, it makes
4 the most sense that I would try to lift all impediments to the
04:14

5 receiver being able to provide the data so that if there's an
6 argument to be made that something is being miscalculated, I
7 want to know, I want to know what that miscalculation is.

But

8 that's miscalculation is not coming from the defense lawyers,
9 it should come from their expert who has access to the same
04:14

10 data that Mr. Sharp does because then I would be confronted
11 either with two different, but mathematically supported ways to
12 analyze this business and we can get into a more philosophical
13 discussion of that, or perhaps we have an expert on the defense
14 side that ends up agreeing, or at least agreeing in part, with

04:15

15 some conclusions reached by Mr. Sharp.
16

But it just -- it makes sense that I give -- you know,

17 the defendants are talking a lot about due process.

I get a

18 due process indication in almost every other pleading and I'm
19 frustrated because, obviously, I can't afford all the due
04:15

20 process I'd like if we don't agree to some safeguards, and I
21 think we have all the reason and belief to need those
22 safeguards, number one) the allegations in and of themselves
23 and how the money has moved is disconcerting.
24 track some of this money.

04:15

It's hard to

Some of is it is in different

25 entities, it's not an easy thing to see.
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1

So having a little more protection I think is in

2 everyone's best interest as we litigate the case and because we
3 do have at least a purported data breach concern that worries
4 the Court.
04:15

So I don't think it's heavy-handed at all for the

5 Court to get involved here and require these checkpoints that
6 Mr. Stumphauzer and Mr. Kolaya have afforded defendants as the
7 gateway to them getting the data that they so desperately need
8 so that they can schedule appointments, start working on this
9 stuff, and really get a countervailing expert opinion from the

04:16

10 defense camp, which we don't have.
11 version.

I'm hearing only one

Now, it's a court-appointed version.

Let's remember

12 it's not the SEC's version, I keep trying to explain that, I
13 think, to my investors who believe that somehow the receiver is
14 in the SEC's camp.
04:16

They have an independent obligation to me.

15 They're appointed by me.
16

They are an extension of me.

So the findings that are being made by the receiver,

17 although they can be contested, are essentially court, or a
18 findings for Court approval.

And so I want to approve these

19 findings and actually give them the weight and the support of
04:16

20 the Court, but when I have my flank of defense lawyers telling
21 me that they are miscalculating, I think it's time to put, you
22 know, your data where your mouth is.

If that's the case, then

23 let's get you guys the data, and I want to see you guys give me
24 a -- something certified or something sworn that counteracts
04:17

25 point by point with real data from a real expert, not
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1 posturing, real data from a real defense expert what Mr. Sharp
2 is saying.

And if I've got to get through these hoops to get

3 there, that's what we have got to do.
4
04:17

So that's my intent.

I do not -- I'm not going to

5 un-mute and listen to be a dissertation from any defense
6 counsels on this.

The purpose of this call was to talk to the

7 receiver and get a clear picture.

I'm going to un-mute

8 Mr. Futerfas so that I can hear point by point.
9 show for investors.
04:17

10 thing done.

Okay?

This is not a

This is to figure out how to get this
So I want to know what issues you may have

11 -- you're going to get a chance to file your protective order,
12 so I don't really think we have to deal with that.

I just want

13 to help you instead of having to keep having discovery
14 hearings, to just get that done.
04:17

15

But on the second and third point, maybe you want to

16 tell me the concern you have with the log-in information.

If

17 you tell me you can't technologically do it, we'll deal with
18 that another day, and that last point is just about returning
19 the data and we're going to not talk about sanctions now, but
04:18

20 I'm just wondering, you know, it seems that in good faith from
21 a meet and confer perspective, we should have returned some of
22 this stuff so that I don't have to get involved and entertain
23 any kind of sanctions.
24

04:18

But, be that as it may, do you see a problem,

25 Mr. Futerfas, for the Court trying to check off these three
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1 things so I get you the access that you so desperately keep
2 asking me for?

04:18

And with that, I'll turn it over to you.

3

Go ahead.

4

MR. FUTERFAS:

Thank you, Your Honor.

From my

5 perspective, Your Honor, I wholeheartedly agree with everything
6 Your Honor said in the last five minutes.

Wholeheartedly.

7 That's my position on behalf of Lisa McElhone, and I believe it
8 will all be defense counsels' position.
9
04:18

I want to state, because I think Your Honor should

10 understand, that we have been requesting these materials, it's
11 not -- it's Quickbooks, it's bank records, it's merchant data
12 in terms of the cash flows, it's all the things that are
13 incorporated the report, for four months.

I have filed -- I

14 have sent a subpoena to Par's accounting firm.
04:19

I've sent a

15 subpoena to that firm for all tax records to get all of their
16 tax information, and to get all of the back and forth because
17 that accounting firm was literally monitoring the cash inflows
18 every single day at Par.
19

04:19

That subpoena went out weeks ago.

On September 23rd, on behalf of Lisa McElhone, I filed

20 a document demand, that's more than two months ago, three
21 months ago, with the receiver for all the documents that we are
22 talking about today.
23 23rd.

My document demand was dated September

I then followed it up with a second document demand,

24 maybe six weeks ago, and last night, after I got the receiver's
04:20

25 report, or Sunday night, we received the DSI report, I sent a
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1 third document demand, either this morning or last night,
2 requesting specifically every piece of paper they reviewed or
3 considered in determining their report.
4
04:20

So just so we're -- and at each time, by the way, we

5 let the receiver know and the SEC knows and probably some of
6 our filings to Your Honor, that we hired forensic accountants.
7 I am not a CPA.

I am not a forensic accountant.

We hired

8 forensic accountants three-and-a-half months ago, one of the
9 most reputable accounting firms in Miami, or three months ago.
04:20

10 They have been on standby to receive material.
11

So just so the record is clear, very clear, we have

12 been asking for documents so we could do just what Your Honor
13 expects us to do, file declarations by CPAs and forensic people
14 who looked at underlying data, who know what they're doing, are
04:21

15 independent, are responsible, and can provide whatever guidance
16 to the Court and to us, quite frankly, because we need to know
17 that, too, Your Honor.
18

You know, we're advocates, we're lawyers, hopefully

19 we're decent at what we do, but we can only work with the
04:21

20 information that we have.

So it's helpful for to, obviously,

21 to understand from people that he hire what the facts are.
22 it's important for all of us, including Your Honor and the
23 lawyers.
24
04:21

THE COURT:

And let me ask you something because I

25 think the challenge I'm having here is it's not my practice

So
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1 nor, quite honestly, with the amount, the caliber of expertise
2 on this Zoom, the amount of defense lawyers in the community on
3 this case who are very seasoned, the receiver's background, the
4 SEC, it shouldn't -- this shouldn't happen.
04:21

I shouldn't have

5 to get into this kind of weeds in the discovery process.

But I

6 think this is -- and I don't want to shortcut or circumvent the
7 discovery process -- an ongoing Request For Production,
8 depositions.
9
04:22

I don't want to do that.

I think what I'm focused on, though, is I think it

10 would benefit everyone if we, number one) the Court gets
11 involved at a granular level right now as I've asked Mr. Kolaya
12 to help the Court do, so I can take away the three key
13 roadblocks that the receiver feels if I can address will allow
14 me to unlock the keys to all the data that you guys need to

04:22

15 begin to study to figure out exactly where the discrepancies
16 are.

So that's the first step.

17

The second step is, I just want to make sure, and this

18 will be, quite honestly, my goal behind this, that every piece
19 of data that Mr. Sharp used to prepare this affidavit be
04:22

20 provided pursuant to the guidelines I put in place to a defense
21 expert.

And that would be the goal so that a defense expert

22 can come in and study this data, and whether that comes out to
23 be something that is used later on in trial or at some other
24 phase, so be it, but I think it's something that I would like
04:23

25 to see in the court file, an actual representation of what the
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1 defense camp feels an expert can give a snapshot about when it
2 comes to this company.

I think that would be helpful for

3 everyone and it would be part and parcel of ongoing discovery,
4 but at least that would let us know where in this case are
04:23

5 there discrepancies, you know, and that's what I'm trying to
6 figure out.
7

And so does it make sense that we would kind of

8 streamline, at least this portion of discovery, so that you
9 guys have pointed out in your response, we don't know where
04:23

10 Sharp's conclusions are being based off of, what data, we want
11 to see all that.

I can at least require that anything and

12 everything Sharp used to get here, he turned over to your
13 expert and provided we get these checkboxes done, right?
14 Doesn't that make sense?
04:23

15

MR. FUTERFAS:

Let me answer very quickly.

That's

16 exactly what my discovery demand was last night that I served
17 on everybody.

Here is where we are.

We had actually set up

18 for next week an appearance with the magistrate to deal with
19 these issues, but now before Your Honor I can give them very
04:24

20 quickly, very quickly.
21

We have always agreed to a protective order.

In fact,

22 we proposed a protective order in writing in e-mail back when
23 Mr. Fridman was representing before Mr. Soto came in, back when
24 Mr. Fridman was involved three months ago.
04:24

We have e-mails

25 proposing a protective order over this material three months
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1 ago in e-mail.
2 this:

The only issue today on the protective order is

There are two versions of protective orders and we'll

3 send them to Your Honor later.

But, very simply, I can tell

4 Your Honor what the issue is.
04:24

5

The protective order that we proposed is one that's

6 been used in other SEC cases like this one.
7 clear.

It's simple, it's

It allows either side to designate things as

8 confidential information.

It also says that anything that's

9 been put in the record to date, in the public record, is not
04:25

10 subject to a protective order.

And based on Mr. Kolaya --

11 Mr. Kolaya and I have actually been in very close touch about
12 this, Your Honor, because Mr. Kolaya yesterday sent me an
13 e-mail in response to my latest version of the protective order
14 he said, "Yeah, but we're particularly concerned about merchant
04:25

15 information, contact information, things like that."
16

You know what I did?

I immediately went to my draft.

17 I revised it to accord with his concerns, and I sent him a
18 revised version which included exactly what he wanted word for
19 word in my version of the protective order.
04:25

So we have a

20 simple version that's been used in other SEC cases that has
21 exactly the language that Mr. Kolaya was concerned about with
22 respect to the merchant contact information in our version.
23

The one that they had proposed about a week ago or so,

24 Your Honor, is -- Your Honor can see them, but it's very
04:26

25 convoluted and I think it would just lead to a lot more
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1 litigation about what's in or what's out a protective order.
2

The one that we proposed --

3

THE COURT:

I'll tell you this.

Listen, I get it,

4 but, look, I'll read the protective orders, you guys tell me
04:26

5 what you agree, you tell me where's a difference, I'll be the
6 judge of that.

If I think that it's unnecessary and litigious,

7 I'll strip it out.

If I think it gives me cause or concern

8 because it's going to be complicating matters, I'll strip it
9 out.
04:26

10

I think at this point, you don't have -- we've been

11 litigating for three months, like the bottom line is the rubber
12 hits the road.

We have a district judge that's ripping things

13 out of his mag's hands because he wants to get things done, you
14 know you've gone to the limit.
04:26

15
16 it.

So let's just send it to me and I'll read it.
All right.

17

MR. FUTERFAS:

18

THE COURT:

That's number one.

So give me second point, give me that

19 second point on the logs.
04:26

20

That's

MR. FUTERFAS:

Go ahead.

The logs is, just to give you just a

21 hair of background on that, it's really more Ms. Schein's issue
22 but I'll give you a hair of background on that.

Your Honor may

23 recall from some of the pleadings that prior to the institution
24 of this case in late July of 2020, the law firm representing
04:27

25 the company Fox Rothschild recommended that they back up
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1 documents and they back up financial files.
2 their recommendation to Joe Cole.

They clearly made

Joe Cole did that.

So the

3 files we're talking about are files that were created at the
4 recommendation of Fox Rothschild towards the end of July before
04:27

5 -- it was the third week of July, fourth, whatever it was
6 before this action was actually instituted.
7

Now, in addition to that, about two, two-and-a-half

8 months ago, Ms. Schein and, again, she can address this but
9 everything is in writing that I'm telling you.
04:27

Ms. Schein

10 advised the receiver of a G Suite, of a separate G Suite that
11 Mr. Cole had set up, again, at the direction of counsel.

She

12 wrote to the receiver two-and-a-half months ago and she said,
13 "Here is the access information to look at to get that
14 information."
04:28

And she asked the receiver flat out, "What would

15 you like me to do?
16 information?

Would you like me to delete the

Would you like me to send you the information?

17 What would you like me to do?
18

She never heard back from the receiver.

19 is there.
04:28

We are not going to access it."

It was sent.

That e-mail

This Suite, the static copy of the

20 Quickbooks that Mr. Kolaya is talking about now was a static
21 copy that was created, again, at the request of counsel before
22 the receivership in late July 2020.
23 copy.

25

That's a static

What Ms. Schein told the receiver was it's hosted

24 remotely.
04:28

Okay.

It's hosted remotely.
So what Ms. Schein said to the receiver is, "Look, I
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1 will give you access.

I haven't looked at it.

The defense has

2 not looked at those documents.

We don't have access to them

3 because of prior court orders.

So we don't have them.

But

4 they're out there and they're hosted," and she said to the
04:29

5 receiver, "If you want access, take 00 go get access.

We'd

6 like access, too, because it's the same set of materials and we
7 can move forward."
8

May I just tell Your Honor the same Quickbooks also

9 the receiver has in five other places.
04:29

They had it on the Par

10 G Suite when they took over in July 28, 2020.

They had it on

11 various computers that they seized where they got access to.
12 So those same static Quickbooks is all over Par.
13 those documents since they took over.

They have had

This is just yet another

14 copy.
04:29

15

So the bottom line is, Your Honor, I just want the

16 record to be clear what the actual context is of this.

So what

17 I'm saying to Your Honor is in terms of this log, they asked
18 for a log, Ms. Schein contacted the company directly that hosts
19 the site, got information directly from the company, and
04:30

20 forwarded it right to the receiver.

But whatever additional

21 log the receiver wants, Your Honor orders, we will do in three
22 hours.

You don't even have to wait for an order, you don't

23 have to wait for a motion, they don't have to move, we're not
24 going to oppose.
04:30

If Your Honor says, "Look, I want to

25 streamline this, I want these two protective orders tonight, I
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1 want to look at them," number one.
2

Number two) whatever log they want about access to

3 this particular, it's called Summit Hosting, get that log and
4 provide it, that's it.
04:30

We don't need a motion, we don't have

5 to waste the time or the resources, we'll go, whatever
6 information Summit Hosting has about access to that, we'll get
7 it and we'll forward it directly to the receiver.

We have had

8 an account -- a CPA firm, the best firm in Miami, at least as
9 reportedly are, best forensic accounting firm on hold for three
04:31

10 months.

I served a document request last night which asked for

11 exactly what Your Honor just said, every piece of paper the
12 receiver or DSI looked at, considered or reviewed to have the
13 report, we'll get that, we'll give it to our people, we'll let
14 them work it up, and I would like nothing better.
04:31

15

So the defense joins Your Honor's sua sponte

16 application one thousand percent.
17

THE COURT:

Well, I will say this.

I think the

18 important thing is Mr. Kolaya, having heard the representations
19 from defense counsel, whether we can do this by way of simply
04:31

20 suggesting to the court or filing a joint motion, or perhaps it
21 is in the form of an agreed order that you guys are able to
22 craft, a proposed agreed order for the Court's review on the
23 heels of today's status conference, I am prepared and I'm
24 asking that all defense counsels and the receiver sit down and

04:31

25 get this done.

And I mean that in all seriousness that these
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1 three obstacles that have prevented us from getting where we
2 need to go, if the protective order comes down to us simply
3 getting me competing protective orders, that's fine.
4 make that call on my own.
04:32

I can

But the other two issues which seem

5 to be not really opposed, I think that we should be able to
6 craft a resolution on that.

And I would much rather see a

7 joint filing with an update, and I think the best thing to do
8 is perhaps give us until, let's say, Friday or even Thursday,
9 maybe we do 48 hours, so that I can get an update as to
04:32

10 discussions being had.
11
12 Court.

You guys all, I think, understand the will of the
It is to resolve the protective order issue.

It is to

13 take this off Reinhart's plate by basically resolving both the
14 access and the return of the spreadsheet or whatever else was
04:32

15 taken off the Suite.

I should be able -- those two other

16 issues, I think the parties understand that either you agree to
17 something with a timeline you can all live with together or I
18 have my receiver file a motion and then and I'm going review it
19 and then I'm going to enter a different order.
04:33

20

So it makes sense that the parties work out a timeline

21 to return these materials and, quite honestly, it seems to me
22 that you guys should do one better and that is that you should
23 be able to provide to me that upon the Court's blessing of one
24 of the protective orders or a combination of the two, and the
04:33

25 satisfaction of these other two requirements of access and
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1 return of data, that by a date certain the parties will go
2 ahead and schedule, whether we want to call it an inspection of
3 the books and records utilized by Mr. Sharp through a defense
4 expert, or their production, but there should already be
04:33

5 something in place.

I think you guys should agree to it.

6 have no problem memorializing it.

I

If we need to handhold

7 everybody so that we have deadlines for which we're going to
8 have an expert come see it, great.

But I'm trying to take

9 issues off the table and so what I think we need to do is you
04:33

10 guys I think all -- it's unmistakable what I'm trying to do, I
11 think the parties understand if you get it done on your own or
12 Court intervention will get it done for you.

It's one or the

13 other.
14
04:34

I think you guys are sophisticated enough without to

15 figure out what works best for you without me getting involved,
16 but I stand at the ready, Mr. Kolaya, that if you are going to
17 spend the next 48 hours, and you don't get an answer and we're
18 spinning our gears for three months, file what you need to file
19 asking for the relief you need, whether that, you know,

04:34

20 protective order competing drafts, whether that is I want this
21 particular information we tracked being taken from the database
22 returned, and this particular set of log-in information
23 produced, I'm happy to do that and put it with a date certain,
24 and we put some momentum behind this because this is now, I

04:34

25 think, the second or third time I've heard about this back and
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1 forth and it's not getting any better, and all I -- and this is
2 why I have docket entry 430 because it's defense who are saying
3 we can't verify Sharp's data, but a lot of that is the parties
4 haven't been able to meet and confer successfully on these
04:34

5 things.
6
7 lawyers.

Now I have know that I have a lot of other defense
I've heard a lot from Mr. Futerfas.

8 go ahead and have everybody weigh in yet.

I don't want to

Quite honestly, I

9 think he speaks for Ms. Schein and for Mr. Fridman, so just
04:35

10 briefly, I want to make sure you guys are in agreement for the
11 rest of the team that's been handling this and I know
12 Mr. Hirschhorn also signed off on yesterday's pleading, but I
13 think this is a good solution to try to take away this
14 roadblock on what seems to be a discovery issue.

04:35

I just want

15 to make sure that everyone is in agreement with Mr. Futerfas
16 who is representing, kind of talking on behalf of all of the
17 defendants, is everybody in agreement that we should be able to
18 work this out, at least if not by way of competing protective
19 orders, but maybe you guys can give me some language on the

04:35

20 other two items and, if not, I'll just rule on whatever the
21 receiver files and if he's got to file it, he's got to file it
22 so we put an end to this.
23

Mr. Fridman, if you are there, do you have a

24 particular view on this or are you in agreement that this has
04:35

25 been a roadblock you want to get rid of as well, like Mr.
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1 Futerfas said?
2

MR. SOTO:

Your Honor, this is Alex Soto.

Mr.

3 Fridman --

04:36

4

THE COURT:

5

MR. SOTO:

I'm sorry, I'm sorry, Mr. Soto.

Go ahead.

Your Honor, I'm obviously in full agreement

6 with what's been proposed.

The defendants' access to the

7 documents has been the biggest impediment to this point.

There

8 is no need to rehash what's been said, we're in agreement, and
9 we appreciate the Court's intervention in order to get that
04:36

10 problem resolved.
11

I would like to just ask the Court now that I have a

12 moment, and I will be brief, to recognize that to this point
13 based probably, in part, on each side's inability to come to an
14 agreement as you've seen, we haven't had the documents.
04:36

And

15 one of the points that I want the Court to just appreciate for
16 a moment is that when we started this status conference Your
17 Honor said very clearly that you were -- you understood the
18 context of this proceeding that you were only hearing from the
19 receiver, from one side.

04:36

20

We haven't had an opportunity to test the allegations,

21 the assertions made by the receiver on Sunday night.
22 what we'd like to do.

We stand ready to do that.

That's

But, Your

23 Honor, to this point, the status conferences have taken a
24 particular sort of pattern, which is the receiver on at least
04:37

25 -- on more than one occasion has filed reports shortly before
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1 the status conference basing allegations, assertions, not just
2 collection efforts and amounts, which is typically what's done
3 in receiver reports, but assertions with respect to the conduct
4 of the defendants based on documents that we, to this point,
04:37

5 have not had an opportunity to possess, review or provide to an
6 accountant.
7

I would ask the Court to consider requiring the

8 receiver to, if it's going to prepare a report, present a
9 report, to do so no later than 14 days before any status
04:37

10 conference to give the defense an opportunity to review and
11 test those allegations before we have a status conference.
12

THE COURT:

Let me address that, a couple things.

13

One) I think you would agree with me that that is

14 precisely why I'm trying to lift the impediments to the data
04:38

15 because I think, Mr. Soto, you would agree that what good is a
16 response from you guys if I cancelled this without the data.
17

MR. SOTO:

18

THE COURT:

Absolutely.
It's worthless, right?

It's worthless.

19 The problem is I get this and it's -- okay, I get where you
04:38

20 guys are coming from and Mr. Stumphauzer is trying to
21 extrapolate your numbers, but what hurts is I want to give you
22 a fulsome response but until you have access, your responses
23 aren't verifiable because I don't have any of your experts
24 looking at the same data.

04:38

25

So my view on this is let's get the same data in the
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1 same room with the defense expert so that if there's a true
2 problem with the methodology, we can figure this out.

If

3 there's something that Mr. Sharp is missing, if there's
4 something there that he wasn't aware of that is a collection
04:38

5 prong for the benefit of investors, let it be flagged by a
6 defense expert or maybe some minutia in the data that may have
7 been missed because we all know it is a lot of numbers, a lot
8 of data over several years, mistakes can happen.

So a second

9 set of eyes I don't think hurts anybody.
04:38

10

Now, to your earlier point about timing, I will pledge

11 this to all of the defense lawyers who are concerned about this
12 that in the next setting that I have for a status conference,
13 my paperless order will have a deadline by which to submit any
14 documents to be considered at the status conference, and I will
04:39

15 do that with enough time so that if the receiver is submitting
16 something for my review, that what we make sure happens is
17 everyone sees that with enough time to file a response that I
18 can digest before the status.
19

04:39

So going from here on out, I can tell you that I agree

20 with you a hundred percent.

So that we don't have any sense of

21 a gotcha or an inability to prepare, what we're going to do is
22 we're just going to have a drop dead deadline for anything you
23 want to us discuss well before the actual status conference.
24 And I think if we do that, this won't happen again, but I agree
04:39

25 that you need access if we're going to have any kind of merit-
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1 based response.

And the only way to do that is for me to get

2 you guys in the same room in which Sharp is looking at and the
3 only way to do that is to take care of the three issues Mr.
4 Kolaya has mentioned that we have yet, after three months, not
04:40

5 been able to agree on.
6

So now I'm going to get involved, I'll roll up my

7 sleeves, I'll issue a couple orders, you guys work it out,
8 great.

If not, don't worry about it, I'll take care of it by

9 entering orders that require compliance and we'll go from
04:40

10 there.
11

So does that take care, I think, of some of your

12 concern?

04:40

13

MR. SOTO:

14

THE COURT:

Yes, Your Honor.
Excellent.

Ms. Schein, I wanted to hear

15 from you as well if you wanted to chime in just to make sure
16 you agree with the Court's strategy to try to eliminate
17 discovery battles, get you guys away from having to go through
18 another round of this because you'd end up going to see me,
19 then you're going to see Reinhart, I can think of no more

04:40

20 efficient way that to just streamline this by the end of the
21 week and get orders in place to start eliminating these
22 barriers to the data you guys need.

04:40

23

Any disagreement or concerns on this?

24

MS. SCHEIN:

No, Your Honor.

Thank you very much for

25 recognizing what the problem has been and what we have been
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1 arguing with the receiver to turn over these documents since
2 August.
3

With regard to my client Mr. Cole, there has not been

4 any unauthorized access.
04:40

He set up the hosting of the static

5 copy of the Quickbooks which we have asked for from the
6 receiver since August, a static copy as of the date prior -7 the date the receiver took over.
8 just that static copy.
9 it.

04:41

We're talking about in July,

And he put that on.

He didn't access

All he did was check to see if the remote desk access was

10 working properly so that when the accountants, expert
11 accountants were hired, they would be able to access the data
12 from their desks.
13

So what I proposed to Mr. Kolaya is that in order to

14 not incur additional costs by the receiver, or additional legal
04:41

15 fees, that we be permitted to provide this static copy which is
16 hosted by Summit Hosting, to the accountants to start looking
17 at the copy of the Quickbooks.

I think it's the most

18 expeditious way and it won't incur any additional cost.
19
04:42

If the receiver wants to look at that static copy,

20 which they have already several copies of it, they can take a
21 look at it, but you need a license.

The way Summit hosts, each

22 person who looks at it has to have a license to look at it,
23 it's hosted on a site, it's not possessed, a copy of it isn't
24 possessed by anyone.
04:42

25

So it's on a Summit Hosting site.

So there's been -- no one else has accessed it.
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1 Mr. Cole has checked the remote desk access and that's it.
2

So we propose to Your Honor that this be the static

3 copy of the Quickbooks to be used by our accountants who are,
4 if I could say, in the bullpen ready to receive these
04:42

5 documents.
6

THE COURT:

Now let me ask you a couple of questions

7 just to follow up on that.

I want to make clear because I

8 don't know, do we agree, and, Mr. Kolaya, you may want to chime
9 in, do we have an agreement on prong three -- remember prong
04:43

10 one, competing protective orders.

Prong two deals with what

11 you're asking them to give you in terms of log-in.

I'm going

12 to guess if it hasn't been resolved by everyone meeting and
13 conferring by now, it isn't going happen in the next 48 hours.
14 Maybe I'm being a little too cynical and you guys work it out,
04:43

15 but if not, I've already been told that you can provide me
16 exactly what log-in info you need.
17

That third prong, you guys have a finite set of items

18 you believe were improperly and in contravention of court
19 orders taken from the Suite.
04:43

You, I'm assuming, have provided

20 that to Ms. Schein and other defense counsels and said, "This
21 is specifically what we want back," and according to the motion
22 for civil contempt that has not happened.
23

Am I going -- either I'm going have an order that I

24 enter that says, "Return these items," I mean, if there's no
04:43

25 dispute that they have them, or am I going to have a back and
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1 forth on this tangential issue which is, again, more akin to
2 the civil contempt part but something that I'm just trying to
3 get out of the way so the receiver feels like you can open up
4 the coffers, let them look at your data.
04:44

5

What's your take on that last prong?

I'm just worried

6 that I have mixed signals here about what they have and what
7 they don't have and what they can return.

I don't want to

8 create more litigation on this point.
9
04:44

10
11 data.

What do you think, Mr. Kolaya, on that?
MR. KOLAYA:

Your Honor, there are two sources of

The first one is a Quickbooks database that Mr. Cole is

12 hosting on Summit Hosting.

The second category is all the

13 other accounting files that he uploaded to a server called New
14 Logic.
04:44

15

To the best of my knowledge, and we have had

16 discussions with Ms. Schein about this over e-mail and
17 otherwise, it's not in dispute that Mr. Cole has and is hosting

04:44

18 these two sets of data.

It is the receiver's position that the

19 data has to be returned.

Under the receivership order we get

20 exclusive control of the receivership property.
21

At that time, we are prepared, I have a static copy of

22 the Quickbooks database in my possession ready to produce
23 subject to a protective order.

What we're not comfortable

24 doing is simply releasing the data and allowing them to
04:45

25 continue to access what they have.

We want them to return it
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1 and we will then provide it in a very controlled, organized
2 fashion, pursuant to a protective order, pursuant to a data
3 transfer that we control.
4
04:45

THE COURT:

Okay.

I think the best thing to do is to

5 provide the proposed language that you need to Ms. Schein and
6 the other defense counsels to see if we can get some agreement
7 on the universe of documents.

At the end of the day, I think

8 it's a good faith exchange, quite honestly, given that we have
9 down the pike this issue of contempt coming up and access which
04:45

10 we're going to have a more formal hearing on when the time
11 comes.
12

One of the things that I think would be wise is to try

13 to get whatever data was procured by whatever means back in the
14 receiver's hands so that, again, we can get access to what we
04:45

15 need.
16

So that takes care of, I think, this piece of the

17 conversation, and I want to touch a couple more things here
18 before we wrap up today.
19
04:46

So, obviously, I don't necessarily know how to word it

20 artfully because we talked about a lot of things, but I think
21 that I will put something very simple and paperless together
22 for the receiver to essentially take a look at with defense
23 counsel that will require that in order to facilitate the
24 orderly progress of discovery, the receiver and defendants and

04:46

25 the SEC will all meet and confer in an attempt to provide the
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1 Court with protective order, number one; return of materials,
2 number two; and access to the Suite, something to that effect
3 or maybe I'll just generically say, you know, impediments to
4 discovery.
04:46

We all know what the three silos are, and then if

5 we can't reach an agreement on that, then motions can be filed
6 by the receiver specifically requesting relief, and this will
7 circumvent having to re-litigate this in front of my mag who
8 doesn't have the benefit of dealing with all of this
9 day-to-day.

04:47

So I think this will streamline it, but, again,

10 the goal is that we check these boxes and the minute that
11 defense counsels comply with these requirements that I will
12 shape, then the receiver has the authority and the ability, on
13 behalf of the Court, to allow the expert from the defense to
14 begin to look through this data.

04:47

And the hope is that we will

15 have a much simpler and more streamlined picture of this
16 company.

Even if we have two versions of what this business

17 was about, they will be tethered in the same amount of data and
18 I think that will avoid, to Mr. Stumphauzer's original point,
19 not having declarations or statements that are not backed by
04:47

20 verifiable numbers and math.

We need to get our hands around

21 the black and white of this business to the extent possible,
22 and I'm trying to lift roadblocks to that.
23

Now, I want to pivot, this is very important, there

24 are a couple of other things we need to talk about on my
04:47

25 agenda, and the number one next thing we need to talk about is
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1 expansion of the receiver.
2

Now, let me be very clear.

I know that there's been a

3 request to have oral argument on this point.

I'm not, at 4:45,

4 going to open up the floor to oral argument on this point.
04:48

5 This is a motion that I have read in full and I'm all but
6 prepared to rule on it.

However, I want to point out the fact

7 that I held off on ruling at the request of Mr. Fridman and
8 Mr. Soto who indicated to me that mediation on December 7 could
9 possibly help resolve the case.
04:48

10 to pass.

We know that that never came

I don't know if that was even a successful endeavor

11 when you guys went to mediation but, obviously, I held off on
12 the expansion of the receiver until that date came and went.
13 That date and has come and gone.

I am now fully prepared and

14 read everything on the expansion of the receiver.
04:48

15

It is a very significant development in the case.

If

16 the Court goes ahead and expands the receiver, as requested, it
17 will, I think, and I think defense lawyers recognize,
18 dramatically shift the case in the sense of scope and breadth
19 regarding what the receiver is going to be able to control.
04:49

I

20 am very much aware of that.
21

I'm also aware of the reasons why the receiver feels

22 that needs to be done, and I've been attempting, as I've read
23 all the pleadings, to balance out with least intrusive means,
24 but I have a couple of very, very clean, small little questions
04:49

25 that I wanted to ask Mr. Stumphauzer or Mr. Kolaya or
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1 Mr. Alfano on this particular motion that I think would help
2 the Court.

I don't need to open up to oral argument, but there

3 are little details that I want to ask you guys on this motion.
4
04:49

The first one is why we need to expand with some of

5 the protective measures we have in place?

Specifically, we

6 have that asset freeze and I understood that asset freeze to be
7 sufficient to save any or prevent any dissipation of assets.
8

Now, I don't know if the argument from the receiver,

9 as I see in the reply, is, "Judge, that would all be well and
04:50

10 good in the normal course.
11 unauthorized access.
12 not enough."

The problem is we have had this

We have concerns that what's in place is

I think that's what I gleaned from the reply, and

13 if that's the case, that's fine.

But I don't want to

14 misinterpret the receiver's position because I will confess,
04:50

15 you guys have held off on requesting this for a little while.
16 Part of it was because you needed to see if the money was
17 commingled and I'm not going to get into the fight over
18 disgorgement versus commingling versus tainted assets.
19 read all the cases.

04:50

20

I have

I am not going to get into that.

I do want to find out from the receiver why we think

21 what we have in place is not good enough.

Can you tell me, Mr.

22 Stumphauzer, why we need to take the next step and then I have
23 a couple, one or two followups on that.

But that's the

24 overarching concern I think we all have here is, can we put the
04:50

25 receiver in a position now to expand this broadly without, you
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1 know, things getting unwieldy and do we need to do this in
2 order to protect investors, because that's the thrust of this
3 entire thing.

How can we get these assets for the benefit of

4 investors and I want to know I what -- or protect them because,
04:51

5 again, this doesn't mean we're going to disburse anything, it
6 just means we're not going to lose out on these by the end of
7 the litigation because they won't disappear, they will be
8 dissipated.
9

04:51

What does the receiver say as to that question from

10 the Court?
11

MR. ALFANO:

It is absolutely necessary for the

12 protection of investors and the asset freeze isn't sufficient.
13 The bulk of the diverted funds are in the profits.
14 subject to an asset freeze.
04:51

They're not

And all the suggestions that are

15 in place about we won't do anything with the properties and
16 we'll give you access to bank records, quite frankly, isn't
17 enough.
18

We don't know what's happened with those properties

19 and I can give you an example that's occurring right now in
04:51

20 Philadelphia.
21

The first four entities that are subject to our motion

22 to expand are four condominium offices on North Third Street in
23 Philadelphia.

There was, in March, owned by CBSG, Par, it's

24 where Full Spectrum operates out of it.
04:52

There was a demand by

25 the condominium association for the payment of $300,000 in
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1 assessments that was made in March that the defendants never
2 honored that demand.

That property is now subject to an action

3 in contract here in Philadelphia for those unpaid fees as well
4 as foreclosure actions against each of those four properties.
04:52

5 That association has been in touch with us.
6 authority to act there.
7 receivership.
8 injunction.
9

04:52

We have no

That property is not subject to the

We don't have the benefit of the litigation

And it is absolutely at risk of being dissipated.

THE COURT:

Mr. Alfano, not to interrupt, as you're

10 making that point I would surmise then that a lis pendens would
11 be insufficient to protect this concern.
12

MR. ALFANO:

Absolutely, it's not going to prevent a

13 foreclosure action, Your Honor.

I mean, it would just put them

14 on notice that there's a claim, but that's not going to prevent
04:53

15 a foreclosure action.
16

That's why we need control.

We need to be able to

17 speak, continue to speak directly with the property manager
18 with no impediments.

We need the control over those properties

19 and, again, let me flip this around as far as the way the
04:53

20 defendants portray it.
21

We can't sell those properties, or do anything with

22 those properties if they are added to the receivership without
23 Your Honor's permission.
24 process.
04:53

So there would be full notice and due

But we would certainly have the benefit of knowing

25 what's happening with those properties, controlling them, if
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1 they're being utilized in any other way, because the path of
2 the diverted funds, the investor funds right into those
3 properties, it's very direct, and we need that.
4
04:53

We need the expansion over the other consulting

5 companies.

Certain of those consulting companies have made

6 separate transactions, sometimes loans to some -- and, again,
7 I'm talking about loans, not merchant cash advances, but
8 actually loans that secure real property to certain merchants
9 that are in this portfolio, and we're unable to resolve matters
04:54

10 with those merchants with respect to their cash advances
11 because those properties and those agreements are impinged by
12 those other transactions.
13

For instance, in Colorado Homes, there is a common

14 interest agreement with Pink Lion.
04:54

Pink Lion is just an entity

15 that was create Ms. McElhone to take an interest in a merchant
16 who was not keeping current with his merchant cash advance.
17 They provided that merchant through one of the consulting
18 companies' additional funds.
19

04:54

Now, we have no control over that.

And that merchant

20 has come to us and said, for instance, "You know, I want to
21 refinance, but I need to resolve these common interest
22 agreements."
23

04:55

We have no control over that.

We don't control the

24 consulting company that made the loan.

We don't control the

25 company the nominally has its interest in the common interest
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1 agreement.

So we cannot protect the investor's interest

2 without Your Honor expanding the receivership as we have asked.
3

And those are just the two most recent examples that

4 come to mind.
04:55

5

THE COURT:

And, like I said, I want, because I know

6 there's a -- there's someone talking if you could silence your
7 iPhone, please, or your phone.
8

I am look through every single line of this, again, I

9 have read the motion a couple of times, and so I'm trying to
04:55

10 decide if there's a combination of relief, if full relief, so I
11 want the defendants to understand I need it for clarification
12 of the pleadings.

This is not an issue of entertaining oral

13 argument today, and if I need oral argument, you will be
14 prompted to present oral argument at this point, but I just
04:55

15 wanted to get into it.
16

The only other question I really have that I want to

17 touch on, and, Mr. Alfano, you can follow up with me on this.
18 I would venture a guess that if we expand the receiver, it
19 would absolutely enable us to make a larger potential recovery
04:56

20 for all investors.
21

MR. ALFANO:

22 that, Your Honor.

There's absolutely no question about

Those properties in Philadelphia in

23 particular are worth tens of millions of dollars.
24
04:56

THE COURT:

In fact, I would venture a guess that

25 looking at commingling of funds and everything that is moved
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1 around here, that ultimately, even if we find ourselves in an
2 inability to collect on outstanding loans as much as we would
3 like, we will never be able to make up the shortfall, but we
4 can at least significantly close the gap if we have control
04:56

5 down the line.

Again, we need to remember, this is for

6 dissipation and protection so that everyone understands what
7 we're talking about, this isn't about disgorgement at this
8 junction, but this is to make sure that if we get to the end of
9 this litigation, that we have funds that are sitting and
04:56

10 protected for the benefit of investors if the evidence leads us
11 to disbursing these funds for the benefit of investors, but I
12 think it's pretty clear to me, again, maybe if circumstances
13 change on some of the loans, but that the efforts on collection
14 I think are going to a major struggle, whereas a lot of the

04:57

15 money that is sitting in real estate and in some of these other
16 companies is readily ascertainable and could at least provide
17 investors a lot more relief than anything we may be able to
18 get, especially from the exclusive portfolio that dominates the
19 holdings of the MCA, right?

04:57

20

I mean, a lot of this money that -- you know, we talk

21 a lot about chasing the money, the investors write me every day
22 and they say, "What's happening to our loans, Judge, collect
23 our loans," and we have attempted, I think, through the
24 receiver's presentations to explain some of these loans are
04:57

25 very difficult or challenging to collect given the
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1 circumstances under which some of these businesses find
2 themselves, whether it's criminal, bankruptcy, foreclosure or
3 otherwise.
4
04:57

But the expansion is talking about money that went to

5 some of these related entities, properties sand investments,
6 and similar to the initial seizure of the airplane and other
7 things that was very easily verifiable, this gives us funds
8 that we can actually look at that don't require collection
9 efforts, but can be protected by the receiver as a potential

04:58

10 benefit for investors at the end of the day.
11

Is that a correct statement of how things look?

12

MR. ALFANO:

Your Honor, absolutely.

There's no

13 question about that, and, again, they would be within the
14 Court's jurisdiction and we couldn't take any significant
04:58

15 action with respect to those assets without Your Honor's
16 approval.
17

THE COURT:

Right.

Meaning, again, that a lot of the

18 concerns we're having on this, I think, I don't want to say
19 they're overblown, but all we're doing is we're putting in an
04:58

20 extra level of protection on some of these entities.
21

Now, that's not to say that the Court doesn't have to

22 satisfy itself that the standard is met on some of the law that
23 has been presented to me to make sure I'm not granting the
24 receiver powers in equity they're not entitled to have or that
04:58

25 they haven't made a sufficient preliminary showing to ask for,
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1 but I just wanted to get that clarification.
2

So I appreciate that, and for the benefit of all

3 defendants to understand, the Court is going to attempt to rule
4 on that expansion as soon as possible.
04:58

5

I will just ask Mr. Alfano, again, I don't know if you

6 were privy to it, I really held off on this only because, you
7 know, I'm reading tea leaves, I was asked by defendants give
8 use a chance to work this out.
9
04:59

Do we have even a conversation because before I pull

10 the trigger on the expansion, I don't know if conversations are
11 even ongoing for resolution.
12 to me like they aren't.

I mean, I don't even -- it sounds

I mean, if we can't even get

13 production of data, we are nowhere near this and the Court
14 should be ready to rule, but I did want to ask you if there is
04:59

15 any development in that front so that I can rule or should hold
16 off on ruling, because I think at this point we just have to
17 deal with this expansion, right?
18
19 rule.

04:59

MR. ALFANO:

Your Honor, I would ask you to simply

We haven't had a conversation about this since before

20 the mediation and, again, I wasn't privy, the receiver was not
21 privy to the mediation, what occurred there, but this hasn't
22 been resolved and we would ask you to rule.
23

THE COURT:

So I will make this promise to all parties

24 here that by the end of the week, the Court will have ruled on
04:59

25 the expansion, whether I grant, deny, or find something in the
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1 middle, I am going to go back, take a look at this.

I just

2 wanted to double-check my intuition on some of the pleading
3 that I read so that I can figure out what exactly I'm able to
4 do and the comfort level I have in regards to opening up the
05:00

5 receiver.
6

You know, I do understand that Mr. Abbonizio has his

7 own little issue on New Field.

I'm looking at that as well so

8 I don't want Mr. Abbonizio's counsel to see that we are not
9 seeing his arguments on that point as well.
05:00

10

Let me finish, if I could because, again, this is not

11 oral argument and we have already, I think, taken care of the
12 discovery roadblock and we're going move to that.
13

I want to point out a couple -- one second.

I want to

14 point out a couple of other deadlines, if you will, that are
05:00

15 fast approaching and the Court is looking out for.
16
17 ripe.

I'm aware that joint motion to dismiss is not yet
It will be ripe, as far as I know, unless there's any

18 other extensions requested, the reply is due December 18th.
19
05:00

The receiver's motion for leave to file unredacted

20 copies of Ms. McElhone's financial statements and related
21 communications, a response, if any, is due today, 12-15.

I

22 have not checked my NEFs in docket, so I don't know if one has
23 been filed or if one is forthcoming.

05:01

24

Did you want to --

25

MR. FUTERFAS:

Your Honor, may I speak to that?

This
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1 is Alan Futerfas.
2

THE COURT:

Yeah, are we getting a reply to that today

3 or do you want to address that?
4
05:01

MR. FUTERFAS:

We are going to go do brief reply but I

5 can tell Your Honor what our reply is going to say.
6

THE COURT:

Listen let, me read the reply, Mr.

7 Futerfas, don't waste my time.
8
9 brief.
05:01

MR. FUTERFAS:

We are going to get it.

It's should be

It's going to be brief.

10

THE COURT:

All right.

I'll read it and I'll rule on

11 that but I just wanted to make sure that was forthcoming before
12 I do anything.
13

Now, I never got a mediation report.

Please, they are

14 required even if it's to tell me there is an impasse, it was
05:01

15 due, I believe, yesterday, December 14th.

Let's go ahead and

16 comply with local rules, please, and rules that I require my
17 scheduling orders, let's get in a report from Mr. Shafer, I
18 think it was who did the mediation, to let me know what
19 happened.
05:01

20
21 tomorrow.

Obviously, the receiver's fee application is due
The Court will be waiting for that to see what that

22 looks like so that I can get my hands around that, and, of
23 course, as I mentioned earlier, Ms. McElhone and Mr. Barleta's
24 response to show to cause is due on December 22nd.
05:02

Once that

25 hits, I will be in touch about setting another hearing.
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1

Those are all the immediate deadlines.

In the

2 background lurking is the discovery impediments that I think
3 today we're going start drilling down on to get that out of the
4 way, and the expansion of the receiver is on my to-do list.
05:02

5 It's the only thing that I have right now that is ripe and that
6 I need to rule on.

But I'm going get involved, as I said, on

7 the discovery front to see if I can clean this thing up so that
8 we can get one narrative here and we stop saying the sky is
9 green and the sky is red.
05:02

We got to try to get one set of

10 numbers we can all live with and study.

That should help this

11 litigation, no matter what, going forward.
12

So I know that some folks wanted to chime in briefly

13 if we could, it's 5:00 o'clock, we have done, I think, a very
14 productive two hours and moved the needle, I hope, and we have
05:02

15 some to-do things to do over the next few days.
16

What did you want to add, Ms. Berlin?

17

MS. BERLIN:

Thank you, Your Honor.

I just wanted to

18 add the dispute, the issues about the numbers or the defendant
19 and the receiver, I just wanted to make sure I didn't miss
05:03

20 anything, the SEC is not involved in that discovery dispute
21 that we're having nor are we planning on being sort of like
22 roped into or hamstrung into some sort of set of numbers that
23 the defendant and the receiver agree to.

We have our own

24 accountants and experts and they will analyze the numbers.
05:03

25

And, once again, you know, I think a lot of what
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1 they're arguing about, there are matters that are not relevant
2 to the elements of the case that maybe have to do with side
3 disputes between the receiver and the defendants.

But I just

4 wanted to identify my that.
05:03

5

And thank you, Your Honor, for ruling on the motion to

6 expand the receivership this week.

It has been a concern about

7 investor monies that might be held in various entities.
8

And just one thing to add to what the Court was saying

9 about, you know, that it would sort of hold on to the assets
05:03

10 and protect them.

Another thing that it would do is it would

11 allow the receiver to have -- to step into their shoes, do they
12 have any potential claims.

So, for example, sometimes we see

13 investor money goes into a property or it goes into a business
14 and then it goes out on the other end.
05:04

15

And, you know, if the receiver is -- if the receiver

16 moves into these properties or these entities, they can then
17 bring the fraudulent transfer claims or any other claims they
18 need to, to bring money back in.

So it's -- there are multiple

19 ways that it helps with the collection effort.
05:04

20

THE COURT:

Let me point out a couple of things and to

21 your point, Ms. Berlin, because I'm a little worried about the
22 characterization that the numbers that the receiver is pulling
23 together is a side issue.
24
05:04

You know, let me be clear, unless I'm missing

25 something, you know, the SEC brought this case.

Okay.

The SEC
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1 expedited this matter.

The SEC asked me to put in a receiver.

2 It's not never lost on me that the SEC got the receiver in here
3 with me and now the SEC couldn't run further away from the
4 receiver.
05:05

Every time I deal with this I feel like you have

5 washed your hands of what the receiver is doing and you're just
6 -- the SEC is kind of over here in the corner, we're not
7 getting into this thing, although, let's remember, you brought
8 this, you asked for this, the Court agreed, based upon what I
9 saw.

05:05

So let's take ownership of the way we're litigating this

10 case from the SEC's perspective.
11

You know, I get a little cautious and a little

12 concerned when we make it look like this is a receiver13 defendant fight.

05:05

You got a case to prove.

14

As far as I can tell --

15

MS. BERLIN:

16

THE COURT:

Yes.
-- I know you got your numbers, but I

17 think you would agree with me that the last time I checked, a
18 defense is allowed to put on their own set of data and numbers
19 to try to show the Court or a jury down the road why your
05:05

20 calculations are off.

So it seems to me that it makes a lot of

21 sense to streamline litigation to enable Ryan and Tim on the
22 receiver side to provide what they need to provide and what
23 they found at the Court's direction to the defendants and,
24 arguably, to the SEC because this material is not only crucial,
05:05

25 but it shows everybody the nature of the business and I think
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1 would go a long way towards the eventually disgorgement battles
2 that will be waged at the end.

So I want to be very clear that

3 I would pray that the SEC does not believe that the first hour
4 of the status conference to try to destroy the blockade on
05:06

5 discovery to the defense side and give the receiver peace of
6 mind was a waste because I think that we have got -- we won't
7 move in this litigation at all, and we have talked a lot about
8 keeping the costs down, and you know what doesn't keep the
9 costs down, not having a situation where my receiver can feel

05:06

10 comfortable turning over data.

All that's doing is generating

11 bills, right, and I've got investors who are worried about
12 sticker shock just like I am and, you know what, that wouldn't
13 happen if I get involved right now, roll up my sleeves and say,
14 "Turn it over, we got these protection, we're good."
05:06

15

But I just want to be clear because that statement I'm

16 just worried, I want to make sure the SEC understands and
17 agrees with the Court that it is important to expedite
18 discovery in this matter and get not only the receivership part
19 expanded, I know that's what you want to do, and I'm going to
05:07

20 look at that, but I think you agree with me that getting the
21 universe of numbers that Sharp and DSI are looking at in front
22 of a defense expert so that we can figure out where the rubber
23 hits the road, I think is very important and it would help a
24 lot of defense lawyers, I think, sit down and have

05:07

25 conversations with their clients about what they have and don't
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1 have to mount their defense.

And I'm not going to sit here and

2 allow this to be, you know, litigation one hand tied behind
3 their back and the SEC getting a drop on them.
4 this long enough.

We have done

We have got to be able to have some exchange

5 in a way that lets everybody look at the veracity of the
6 numbers so that I can get to the bottom of it, too.
7

So do you understand my concern on this?

Is the SEC

8 with me on this.
9
05:07

MS. BERLIN:

Yes, Your Honor, and I so sorry, I must

10 have spoken in a way that completely expressed something that
11 was not at all what I was trying to convey.
12

First of all, the SEC and the receiver and the staff

13 work very closely together, and I don't think we have ever run
14 from the receiver or what they are doing.
05:08

In fact, we try to

15 support whatever they need and provide it and there's
16 absolutely no running away from the receiver whatsoever or the
17 tremendous work that he's doing.
18

THE COURT:

Remember, you don't have to be with the

19 receiver on all issues.
05:08

So that's just --

The receiver is an arm of the Court

20 so, at the end of the day, the receiver's only obligation is to
21 follow the Court's direction and try to protect investors and
22 recover funds, which is --

05:08

23

MS. BERLIN:

24

THE COURT:

25 place.

Of course.
-- why I put them there in the first
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1

MS. BERLIN:

2

THE COURT:

Yeah.
But I want to make sure that any dispute

3 on the discovery, the SEC cannot tell me, listen, you know,
4 that's between defense versus the receiver.
05:08

You're not being

5 asked to get involved in this, that's not what I mean, but it
6 is important in the life of the case that we get the right data
7 in front of all parties so we work off one set of reality.
8

What I can't keep working off is alternative

9 realities.
10

MS. BERLIN:

11

THE COURT:

Agreed.
And that's been the frustration for the

12 Court and, as you heard Mr. Stumphauzer, that's the receiver's
13 frustration because they're not able to clear things up because
14 they can't turn over what they believe supports Sharp's
05:09

15 position, and I would imagine that the SEC, as well, is very
16 invested in making sure that the narrative and the declaration
17 affidavit from Sharp is the one the SEC has been explaining,
18 and I think you missed this part, you hadn't joined this yet,
19 and I'm not going to belabor it, but I opened recalling your

05:09

20 statement early in the litigation that as far as the SEC knew
21 this wasn't a Ponzi scheme, and I read Sharp's report and, I
22 mean, as Mr. Stumphauzer put it eloquently, there are many
23 definitions of a Ponzi scheme.
24

05:09

Well, this Court knows a couple and taking from Peter

25 to pay Paul is one of them, and that's what it said in Sharp's
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1 entire report.
2

Now you don't want to call it that, and I think the

3 receiver's careful not to go there but, you know --

05:09

4

MS. BERLIN:

5

THE COURT:

No.
-- we need to be sure we focus on what the

6 case is about as it evolves.

05:09

7

MS. BERLIN:

8

May I please respond to that?

9

THE COURT:

10

MS. BERLIN:

11 not a Ponzi scheme.

Thank you so much.

Yeah, briefly.
Yes.

First of all, we never said it was

What we stated at the beginning of the

12 case is that we had not yet done that analysis to determine
13 whether or not it was a Ponzi scheme, so we were not making any
14 claim one way or the other at that time because we didn't have
05:10

15 all of the records, first of all.
16

Second of all, yes, in fact, the receiver is utilizing

17 part of our same expert witness, so we are working off of the
18 same data and everyone is going to use the same data.

All I

19 was -- we have never at single turn run from the receiver nor
05:10

20 have we had any discovery dispute with any party.

Instead, we

21 have been working collaboratively and wonderfully, I think,
22 with defense counsel and the receiver.
23

My point was that the discovery dispute between the

24 receiver and the defense counsel we have not been involved in.
05:10

25 We have found our own way to address production of documents
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1 with defendant.

That I don't think we are part of that issue.

2 And, of course, I think there should be complete flow of
3 documents which is why we have turned over every single thing
4 in our investigative file, Your Honor, and we have working with
05:11

5 the receiver and sharing the same information.
6

There might be two experts who have two different

7 opinions at the end of the day, which is something for the
8 Court to decide.
9
05:11

The only thing I was saying, Your Honor, is that we're

10 not involved in the discovery dispute between them.

We have

11 resolved our -- we have resolved it ourselves with them which
12 is why you don't see us referenced in those motions.
13

THE COURT:

Look, I don't want to spend more time and

14 money involving a party that has no skin in the game.
05:11

This is

15 about the receiver trying to offer its data for inspection to
16 the defense and doing what they need to do as an officer of the
17 Court and looking for sufficient safeguards do so, which the
18 Court is standing at the ready to facilitate along with a
19 ruling on the expansion of the receiver.

05:11

20

So with that being said, I think we have made this

21 issue clear.

I just want to make sure that we're all on the

22 same page regarding the importance of what the Court is trying
23 to do to try to knock down some of these delays that have
24 literally plagued us for months and I think is a large source
05:11

25 of multiple filings from the defense where they feel that
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1 they're not being able to address the data appropriately
2 because we haven't been be able to sort out things like this
3 protective order.
4
05:12

But, you know, these numbers, again, these numbers are

5 the core of this case so that we can get a better picture of
6 recovery we can and cannot do and what exactly is going on in
7 this business, which I think goes a large part to some of the
8 elements of the claim and some of the issues regarding the
9 notes that were being offered.

05:12

10

Now, Mr. Soto, did you want to add something before we

11 conclude here today on something else I may have missed?
12

Go ahead.

13

MR. SOTO:

Yes, Your Honor, it's not anything that

14 you've missed but you've just been touching on it right now,
05:12

15 which is the fact that the data, the documents that we have yet
16 to receive, are critical to this case, it's critical to the
17 defendant's ability to defend themselves, and when you're
18 analyzing the issue with respect to expansion of the trust,
19 it's part and parcel to our argument when you look at the issue

05:12

20 of commingling and the arguments first alleged by the SEC that
21 there were gross proceeds of the investor dollars that were
22 used to pay two of the defendants in this case and some of that
23 money went to some of the entities at issue here in the trust,
24 we haven't had access to the documents in order to unearth and

05:13

25 to do a forensic accounting of that very information in order
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1 to respond to the allegations made by the receiver.

That's the

2 first thing, Your Honor.
3

The second thing is there are less restrictive means

4 available to the Court in order to accomplish what it wants,
05:13

5 which is to maintain the status quo, and I'll give you one
6 example just to respond briefly because I know you didn't want
7 this to be oral argument on this.
8

Ms. Berlin just mentioned that there is a possibility

9 that money could move out of assets held in the trust and, of
05:13

10 course, that's a possibility.

Now, that would be a violation

11 of an asset freeze because the trust is under a 14.3 million
12 dollar asset freeze, so that is a protection that's already in
13 place.
14
05:13

And with that, the Court, based on the case law as the

15 Court has already said a few times here, can use that
16 least-restrictive mean, which is the asset freeze that's
17 already in place.
18

The second thing is we have proposed to the receiver

19 to provide the receiver access to information including bank
05:14

20 accounts, including a live look at bank accounts in addition to
21 lis pendens on these properties in order to give the Court and
22 the receiver comfort that not a single dollar has moved from
23 July 27th to this day, and going forward will not move without
24 the receiver knowing it or anyone else in this Court.

05:14

25

So there are other less restrictive means and I would
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1 remind the Court you already have one fee application by this
2 receiver.

This receiver is an arm of the Court but this

3 receiver is not cheap, it's expensive, and to have the receiver
4 come in and take over properties and expand the receivership is
05:14

5 going to expand the cost of this receivership, and if at the
6 end of the day a conclusion is made that some of this money
7 should go to investors, we should all be concerned about the
8 cost, and it is much less costly to have a lis pendens in place
9 and to give the receiver access to documents in order to allay

05:15

10 any concerns about dissipation.
11

And one other thing, Your Honor, there's no evidence

12 of dissipation in the receiver's motion.

There's no evidence

13 that a single property has been sold, that a single dollar has
14 left the trust asset.
05:15

15

Now, I'm arguing and I don't mean to argue, but my

16 request here, Your Honor, is if you are going to rule on this,
17 especially since the receiver and, to some degree, the SEC has
18 had an opportunity to weigh in, we'd like to have oral
19 argument.
05:15

We can schedule it for any time the Court is

20 available in order to have these issues hashed out, but my
21 primary concern, Judge, as you just touched on it a moment ago,
22 is the SEC initially filed a complaint, an amended complaint.
23 This was not alleged as a Ponzi scheme.
24

05:15

Now, I'm not suggesting that the SEC is married to

25 that position.

Ms. Berlin just said she filed it based on the
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1 information she had at the time and perhaps things have
2 evolved.

But to this point, the defendants have not had an

3 opportunity to review documents to defend themselves, to
4 provide a meaningful opportunity to the expansion argument and
05:16

5 the other assertions made here.
6

We'd ask, at minimum, that documents be produced to us

7 that our forensic accountant be given an opportunity to review
8 them so that, if necessary, we can further respond to these
9 allegations of money leaving Par Funding, the fact that some of
05:16

10 the -- the allegations that these are commingled funds or that
11 gross investor proceeds are at issue here.
12

These are not things that we can answer without access

13 to the documents.
14 due process.
05:16

So it would be -- Your Honor, you mentioned

It would -- it has to implicate due process if

15 you're talking about a receiver taking over bank accounts,
16 properties, businesses that belong to a trust.
17

And so we'd ask for, at minimum, access to those

18 documents and an opportunity to be heard by this Court before
19 Your Honor rules on it.
05:16

20

Right now, there's an asset freeze in place and there

21 are other means that we can -- and there is no evidence of
22 dissipation to this point.
23

Thank you, Your Honor.

24

THE COURT:

Understood.

I will briefly turn to Mr.

25 Alfano, who just wants to make a final --
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1

MR. ALFANO:

Your Honor, I don't know, first of all,

2 how counsel can say there's no evidence of dissipation when
3 they failed to pay a $300,000 building assessment and the
4 properties which we don't control, they control, are now
05:17

5 subject to foreclosure here in Philadelphia.
6

MR. SOTO:

7

THE COURT:

I can answer that.
Here is the issue, I'll tell you this.

8 We're not here for oral argument.

I understand the request.

I

9 also understand the pleading is very fulsome and I read it and
05:17

10 I read a number of cases and what the standard is to make this
11 request from an equitable perspective.
12

I will say this, I don't think that anyone could make

13 a lack of due process argument in that the Court is going to
14 review all the pleadings, we have allowed this to be fully
05:17

15 briefed before the Court even considers it.

If I have any

16 further questions when I go back and review it now that I've
17 had the last few points of it kind of clarified, I will set it.
18

But, again, I also want everyone to understand that

19 it's very thorough briefing.
05:17

So, to me, I should be able to

20 rule on the papers and part and parcel is to your exact point,
21 I'm trying to keep the train moving, making it fair and not
22 spending too much more time and money when the pleadings are
23 very thorough.
24

05:18

But I will take a second look before ultimately I rule

25 and if I feel I cannot make an effective ruling or
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1 determination without oral argument, I will contact the parties
2 to set one.

I think that the same argument, though, of course

3 of the receiver and the costs that will be borne by investors
4 and the receiver has a flip side to it, and that is to the
05:18

5 point Mr. Alfano has made about the dissipation.
6

I understand, Mr. Soto, in the view of the defendants

7 that there is no true evidence purportedly of any dissipation
8 of assets and that the protections are sufficient.

Obviously,

9 Mr. Alfano believes otherwise, as does the receiver.
05:18

10

I think at the same time I have to consider what would

11 be mounting costs that the receiver would actually incur to
12 manage a larger portfolio.

The flip side of that is stopping

13 short of expansion and when the time comes to collect for
14 investors, we don't have money left or that money is no longer
05:19

15 as protected as it could be in the case of properties, for
16 example, because it's either subject to foreclosure or some
17 other claim.
18

So there's a balancing here as many times happens in

19 these types of cases with receiverships.
05:19

I have to look at the

20 equities on both sides, I will do so, and I know this has been
21 pending, really at the request of the parties, because I didn't
22 want to get involved until mediation came and went.
23

But I will look at it, I will try to rule as promptly

24 as possible, and I will take a second look, Mr. Soto, and I
05:19

25 will entertain oral argument if I think it is necessary.
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1

Was there something else?

2 Does anybody else need to chime in?

I do want to wrap up here.
But other than what we

3 have discussed, I think we have a game plan for what I'm
4 expecting to see from the parties over the next few days, try
05:19

5 to take care of some these protective order issues, but
6 anything else before we conclude today from any counsel?
7

MR. FUTERFAS:

Yes, Your Honor, Alan Futerfas.

The

8 date of December 22nd, I've got a family member in Miami who is
9 quite ill, I just spent many weeks there.
05:20

She's quite elderly.

10 I'm going to be filing a motion if Your Honor, requests that I
11 do to just move our response because I'm going be tied up with
12 that and other -13

THE COURT:

That's fine.

That's fine.

Just file a

14 motion so I know the date range and I can calculate it.
05:20

15

MR. FUTERFAS:

Just a couple weeks into early January.

16 That's fine.
17

THE COURT:

That's fine.

18 opposition from the Court.

It will be met with no

I'd rather give you the time, make

19 sure you have a chance to respond, just let me know how much
05:20

20 time you need.
21

MR. FUTERFAS:

22

THE COURT:

Thank you.

That's it.

Did the receiver want to add in something?

23 Guys, anything else I may have missed on the receiver's end or
24 anything we have discussed?
05:20

25 Mr. Alfano.

I have been hearing from

I don't know if you wanted to add anything else to
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1 the expansion.

I mean, again, I don't want us to argue it, I

2 think you guys explained your reasons for it, but anything else
3 on the receiver's end?
4
05:20

MR. STUMPHAUZER:

5 practical point.

Your Honor, I just wanted to make a

The receivership has admittedly required a

6 lot of hours and is undoubtedly expensive.
7

The main asset we're talking about is the properties.

8 Luckily, they have one property management group that handles
9 everything.
05:20

As it just so happens, Mr. Alfano knows the person

10 that runs that property management group.
11 touch.

We plug and play.

12 property.

We have been in

They will continue to manage the

There will not be additional expenses from what I

13 can tell, and we will have the security knowing that tens of
14 millions of dollars of investor money will be protected.
05:21

15

THE COURT:

So what you're telling me is I don't have

16 to worry about Mr. Stumphauzer collecting rent in a
17 condominium, because that was my worry when I read it, the next
18 thing I know is that you guys were going to be playing landlord
19 and I was going to have more costs.
05:21

And I do not want anybody

20 to be spending that time and money.
21

MR. STUMPHAUZER:

22 company in place.

There is a property management

I don't think there's just more, but I just

23 wanted to add that practical point and that's it.
24
05:21

THE COURT:

That's useful because it is a concern of

25 mine, as Mr. Soto pointed out.

The costs spiral out of control
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1 and make it unmanageable, but if it is plug and play, that will
2 make life a lot easier, I think, for everybody and save time
3 and money.
4
05:21

MR. SOTO:

Your Honor, I don't want to belabor the

5 point, I sure would appreciate an hour of the Court's time to
6 argue this.

This is a significant motion that's being filed.

7 I'd like to be able to explain why this is not going to be plug
8 and play.
9 time.
05:22

I don't think it would take a lot of the Court's

I'll make myself available any time this week.

I think

10 it's worth the time, Your Honor, to talk about this, and I feel
11 like I need to respond every time you give the receiver an
12 opportunity to respond.
13

I don't mean to belabor the point but I would

14 reiterate and ask for that time, Your Honor.
05:22

15

THE COURT:

16 under consideration.

Sure, and, again, I will seriously take it
I can't give you that promise now, but

17 I'm going to go back and look at it again and if it's necessary
18 for the Court, I'll set it.

If the Court feels comfortable

19 that I can cobble together an order on my own, then I will do
05:22

20 so.
21

Anybody else that needs to address any points we have

22 made before we conclude today?

Any other points?

This,

23 obviously, will -- our next step here is to get this discovery
24 issue under control, deal with the expansion, go on from there,
05:22

25 get into next year, and then I anticipate setting a followup
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1 status conference with the new parameters in place requested by
2 Mr. Soto and Mr. Futerfas on production of reports, et cetera,
3 at some point in January, early February.
4
05:23

So anything else from anybody that I have not touched

5 on or needs to be heard?
6

MS. BERLIN:

Anybody else?

Your Honor, if I may, one quick thing.

7 Just to remind all defense counsel in case they're not aware, I
8 know we have fresh faces, hearing them argue and talk about
9 their financial documents, any defendant who wants, we have the
05:23

10 financial records, we have our own expert who has analyzed them
11 and done an accounting, and any defendant can have them, you
12 don't even know need to do a Request For Production, you just
13 send me an e-mail, I will tell you size data locker to send,
14 send it to me, you get it back, and you have it within a matter

05:23

15 of days.
16

So I just wanted to, for some of the folks who are new

17 today, I just wanted to sort of restate that on the record.
18 That might also help move things forward.
19
05:23

And then, Your Honor, also as to -- I'm not going to

20 respond to what Mr. Soto stated, I disagree with it.

I think

21 the transcript of the hearing speaks for itself about what we
22 stated and demonstrated on the Ponzi scheme before he was on
23 the case.
24
05:24

I did just want to offer defendants can contact me for

25 any documents in the full investigative file and all records at
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1 any time.
2

THE COURT:

Thank you for that update.

3

With that being said, I do not believe there's

4 anything left to cover for today's purposes and we have some
05:24

5 homework to do to try to get defense counsels' access to
6 records that have been sorrily needed and to get the receiver
7 the protections he needs to make those available, and the Court
8 will, as I stated earlier, get down to brass tacks, take a look
9 at the expansion motion for the third or fourth time I think at

05:24

10 this stage, and entertain and debate over whether I will set an
11 oral argument.
12 order.
13

If necessary, you will hear from me in short

If not, you will receive an order one way or the other.
With that being said, I'm going to conclude the status

14 conference at this time.
05:24

Thank you, everyone, for your time

15 and attention to this matter and, as always, we will be in
16 touch.
17

Have a great rest of your day, everyone.

The Court is

18 adjourned.
19

(Thereupon, the above hearing was concluded.)

20
21
22
23
24
25

*

*

*
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1

C E R T I F I C A T E

2
3

This hearing occurred during the COVID-19 pandemic and

4 is therefore subject to the technological limitations of
5 reporting remotely.
6

I hereby certify that the foregoing is an accurate

7 transcription of the proceedings in the above-entitled matter.
8

10
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11
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